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Abstract 
A robot neural controller where obstacle-avoidance and random-walk neurons observe level 
of their irritation and randomly reconfigure their connections to motors when the irritation 
reaches a specified threshold is presented and tested. Individual neurons have self-recurrent 
connections and receive function-specific input. The neural controller shows either robustness 
or adaptivity to noise and sensory and motor function perturbations by utilising ultrastability 
and subsumption principles. 
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1. Introduction 
Human brain is able to reconfigure motor control if perception changes its quality. For 
example, navigation feels normal after a certain time when perception of left and right side is 
swapped by a prism (Marotta et al. 2005). Furthermore, when a sense like touch is provided 
information normally received by the visual system, the brain learns how to process this data 
almost as if it came from the eyes, a phenomenon referred to as tactile-vision sensory 
substitution (Bach-y-Rita 1972). It seems like the very nature of the sensory-motor control 
architecture allows for the adaption. A robot that navigates autonomously should be able to 
adapt in a similar way. 
 
French and Cañamero (2005) built a Braitenberg-vehicle-based adaptive foraging robot that 
was supposed to adapt its foraging frequency based on the amount of food in the 
environment. Neuromodulation was used to switch between random walk and aiming towards 
food based on the current energy level. The architecture as well connection weights between 
neurons were hard-wired. The implementation resulted in slow random movement until a 
food item was detected. The robot waited next to the food until it got ‘hungry’ rather than 
moving on. Arguably, such behaviour is not desirable in robots or animals. Foraging 
behaviour should not be driven by hunger itself, but rather by other homeostatic variables 
more related to exploration.  
 
Homeostasis and more importantly ultrastability (Ashby 1947) can also drive adaptation to 
perturbations during navigation (Hernández et al. 2006). Di Paolo (2002) used artificial 
evolution to produce homeostatic CTRNN robot controller able to perform phototaxis. He 
showed that in order to maintain homeostasis, neurons need to be functionally non-specific 
and that desired global behaviour must only be obtained as a result of their interaction and 
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connectivity. Also, he underlined the importance of small time scales at which neurons should 
operate. It is important to note that although robust, Di Paolo’s controller was not adaptive. 
Once evolved, it did not change during the lifespan of a robot. 

2. Implementation details 
The controller proposed in this paper combines homeostatic drive and ultrastability with 
neuromodulation. Both the obstacle avoidance and random walk behaviours are based on 
maintenance of a desired irritation level of neurons specialised in one of the tasks. Irritation 
increases when a certain level of neural activation is reached. Activation is influenced by 
input related to a neuron’s specialisation.  
 
The robot is of an octagonal shape and has 8 obstacle sensory neurons (O-neurons) around its 
body (Figure 2-1). The neurons detect distance of objects in the range specified by an 
approximated quadrant with radius equal to sum of half of the robot body size and half of the 
neuron (receptor) size. There is one neuron that measures optical flow in the middle of the 
robot body (F-neuron). All 9 neurons have connections to two motors with connection 
weights initialised randomly. Activity of each motor is a sum of signals from all neurons at 
each time step. 

 

 
Figure 2-1: Robot body and position of sensory neurons. Non-diagonal (even numbers) 

 and diagonal (odd numbers) O-neurons are shown on separate pictures for clarity  
The F-neuron is labelled 8. Range of a neuron is shown as a quadrant  

with radius (r) = 0.5*agentBodySize + 0.5*neuronBodySize 

Activation change of the O-neurons is derived from input normalised to the range <0;1> and 
speed of the change is controlled by activation theta (ACTHE). The input is maximal when an 
obstacle touches the neuron and minimal when an obstacle enters the sensor’s range. 
Activation is high when the normalised input is high and decays when there is no input: 
 

€ 

ACO = ACO +
1

ACTHEO

(−ACO + SMO * Inorm )  

 
The irritation change is calculated using the brokenLine function where the activation 
threshold (ACTHR) determines whether the irritation will rise or fall down depended on the 
activation value: 
 

€ 

IRO = IRO +
1

IRTHEO

(brokenLine(ACTHRO ,ACO ))  
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State of the F-neuron is calculated similarly but using a sigmoid function of optical flow for 
activation change. The flow is calculated as a difference between the neuron’s current 
position and position in (t-100) and is normalised to the range <0;1>. The F-neuron is highly 
active when there is no movement: 
 

€ 

ACF = ACF +
1

ACTHEF

(−ACF + SMF *
1

1+ e7−25*(1−FLOWnorm )
)  

€ 

IRF = IRF +
1

IRTHEF

(brokenLine(ACTHRF ,ACF ))  

 
Both activation and irritation are from the range <0;1>. 
 
The output value of a neuron is calculated using a sigmoid function of the activation and is 
from range <0;1>: 

€ 

O =
1

1+ e7−13*(1−AC )
 

 
Random noise from range <-0.1; 0.1> is added both to inputs and outputs of neurons.  
 
A motor’s activation value is a sum of outputs of connected neurons multiplied by connection 
weights. The connection weights as well as motor activation are from range <-1;1>. The 
motor activation is multiplied by speed value (set as 2), giving the final force of a motor at the 
current time step. The update loop of a neuron is described in Figure 2-2. 
 
Connection weights can change when a neuron’s irritation reaches a threshold IRTHR. A new 
weight value for each connection is picked using a random Gaussian number with mean in the 
current value and variance depended on a pre-defined maximum connection change variance 
(CCVAR) and the current activation level: 
 

€ 

VAR = CCVAR* AC  
 
The change of a connection weight is lower when the activation is low to minimise impact of 
a high irritation level when it is based on past activation. Triggering the change by the 
irritation and not the activation level provides stability of the neuron’s behaviour. While 
activation can operate on a more immediate time scale and drive motors, irritation is separate 
and contains longer-term information. 
 
Probability of the connection weight change is calculated as: 
 

€ 

probChange = 0.8* 1− connectionAge
maxConnectionAge

 

 
 

 

 
 + 0.2   

 
The change is more likely to happen when the connection age is low, although it is always at 
least 20% probable. Connection age adds stability to the behaviour so that short irritation 
bursts do not cause older and therefore verified connection weights to change. The maximum 
age of a connection is approximately 200 time units. 
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Figure 2-2: Update loop of a neuron  
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Simulation environment 
Each simulation arena is a 600x600 units square and a robot of size 62x62 is placed in the 
middle at the beginning of a run.  The following arenas have been used throughout the 
experiments (screenshots shown in Appendix A): 

• Big world: a lot of free space with walls around the arena 
• Easy world: similar to big world but with small obstacles in the middle 
• Maze: right-angle corners and corridors 
• Diagonal maze: diagonal walls and less free space than in maze 

 
Movement of the robot is continuous and the position changes by maximum of 2 units 
(pixels) each time step. A time step at the maximum simulation speed is approximately 1/50 
second long. One time unit equals to 50 time steps.  

3. Random walk and obstacle avoidance analysis 
Target robot behaviour was indentified as:  

a) Number of obstacle hits and recovery time from them should decrease during lifetime 
of the robot because of optimised obstacle avoidance behaviour.  

b) Obstacle avoidance behaviour should be robust in respect to the effect of the F-neuron 
on motors. 

c) Speed should increase during lifetime, especially in big world where there is a lot of 
free space. 

Obstacle avoidance and its robustness 
The irritation threshold of O-neurons (IRTHRO) is a crucial parameter for the obstacle 
avoidance. If the threshold is high, hitting of obstacles gradually decreases during initial 120 
time units and the behaviour is stable afterwards. Low IRTHRO causes fast reconfiguration 
almost each time an obstacle enters the sensor range and a similar amount of hits is detected 
throughout the lifetime.  
 
In trials without subsumption, the fast-reconfiguring controller performed better on average in 
all environments, although the behaviour was unstable and unreliable due to the change of 
connection weights. Subsumption (Brooks 1991) added reliability to the controller by setting 
output of the F-neuron to 0 if any O-neuron reached an activation level higher than 
SUBSUMPTION_THRESHOLD (STHR). However, the F-neuron still gets activated based 
on flow and therefore keeps reconfiguring, which results in change of robot direction after an 
obstacle has been avoided. 
 
The value of STHR needs to be high enough so that the motors receive signals from the F-
neuron when the robot is close to the walls and activation of O-neurons is not sufficient to 
drive the robot further away, but also low enough for subsumption to take place when 
necessary. Based on 10 runs that lasted initial 120 configuration time units in maze, followed 
by 160 units in maze, diagonal maze and easy world, the value of STHR was set as 0.5, 
meaning that the subsumption occurs when an O-neuron is about half of its size away from an 
obstacle. A slowly reconfiguring controller (IRTHRO  = 0.7) performed statistically better 
than fast reconfiguring controllers (IRTHRO = 0.4, IRTHRO = 0.03) with subsumption as a 
result of its stability.  

Speed and covered ground 
Periods of worm-like movement when the robot periodically speeds up and slows down but 
moves constantly forward are achievable when the activation of the F-neuron keeps 
oscillating under the activation threshold value ACTHRF. In this case the activation is as high 
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as it can be without irritation causing the connection changes (Appendix B provides a more 
detailed analysis of this behaviour). Such a movement is only achieved when the connections 
from the F-neuron cause movement fast enough to maximise the optic flow and minimise 
irritation. However, the irritation threshold IRTHRF must be low in comparison with IRTHRO 
so that the movement direction keeps changing often enough and long periods when robot 
rotates around because of wrong connection configuration are prevented. Also, the maximal 
connection change variance CCVARF must be greater than that of O-neurons, so that 
direction of the robot changes rapidly.  

Final setup 
The following parameters were chosen after experiments with obstacle avoidance and random 
walk: 
 
Parameter Obstacle av. neurons Flow neuron 
Stimulation multiplier SMO = 1.8 SMF = 0.7 
Activation theta ACTHEO = 20 ACTHEF = 20 
Activation threshold ACTHRO = 0.25 ACTHRF = 0.65 
Irritation theta IRTHEO = 80 IRTHEF = 40 
Irritation threshold  IRTHRO = 0.7 IRTHRF = 0.2 
Connection change variance CCVARO = 0.5 CCVARF = 1.5 

Table 3-1: Parameters of the O- and F- neurons 

The obstacle avoidance neurons irritate much quicker than the F-neuron because of 
comparably low activation threshold, although connection changes are much smaller to 
stabilise their values. On the other hand, configuration of the flow neuron is less sensitive to 
activation value, although connection changes happen almost immediately after activation 
threshold has been reached and are significantly larger (Figure 3-1). This makes the F-neuron 
control the motors in a much more random manner than the O-neurons neurons do.  
 

 
Figure 3-1: Connection weights of O-neurons (0-7) and F-neuron (8) during a 1st run in maze. While the O-

neurons configure less frequently and less rapidly, the F-neuron (brown lines) changes is connection weights 
constantly and by large steps. 

 
Table 3-2 lists average obstacles hitting time, speed and covered ground in different test 
arenas during 120-time-unit trials that followed an initial 120-long configuration trial in 
maze. 
 
 Total time hitting 

obstacles 
Average speed Covered ground 

Maze 2.747% 29.848% 14.086% 
Diagonal maze 3.131% 30.487% 17.336% 
Easy world 2.405% 32.957% 26.153% 
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Table 3-2: Average results of a configured controller in different environments. The total time of hitting obstacles 
represents a percentage of time when a robot’s body was touching an obstacle out of total 120 time units. The 

average speed represents a percentage out of a maximal speed of 2. The covered ground shows amount of ground 
that was covered by the robot’s body during a run out of ground with no obstacles. 

The neural controller has no stable state when obstacles are present and it is therefore never 
‘trained’. Even if all connections have a maximum age, there is still some probability of 
change meaning that if the controller keeps failing to get away from obstacles, the 
connections eventually change and reset their age so that a better solution can potentially be 
found. 

4. Adaptation analysis 
The effectiveness of adaptation to noise, sensory and motor perturbations was tested in maze 
and diagonal maze. Initial trials (trials 0) lasting 160 time units under normal conditions were 
performed in maze to allow for standard configuration. The controller (Controller A) was then 
cloned (connection weights and ages were saved), reset to its original position and 0 
activation and irritation levels of all neurons and ran for 160 time units in maze to allow for 
reconfiguration to take place (trial 1). Additional trial of 160 time units (trial 2) was 
performed afterwards in the same arena. Trials 1 and 2 were then preformed in diagonal maze 
using the controller that was cloned after trial 0. 
 
The behaviour was compared to Controller B that started under changed conditions. Its initial 
160-units-long trial (trial 1) was performed in maze, after which the controller was cloned and 
the clone tested for 160 time units in maze and diagonal maze (trial 2). The controller was 
reset from its cloned state at the beginning of each trial 2. Additionally, comparison was done 
with Controller C with trials order identical to Controller B but under normal conditions.  
 
The following aspects of behaviour were examined: 

1. Robustness: Statistically, is the behaviour of Controller A in trial 1 different from 
behaviour of Controller C in trial 2? If the performance is better or the same then the 
behaviour is robust in respect to the perturbation.  

2. Adaptation effectivity: Statistically, how well can Controller A adapt to a 
perturbation when it is not robust? If behaviour of Controller A in trial 2 is 
comparable to Controller C in trial 2, adaptation can be considered effective. 

3. Adaptation adequateness: Statistically, how does the behaviour of Controller A in 
trial 2 compare to the behaviour of Controller B in trial 2? If it is better, configuration 
during the initial trial under normal conditions was beneficial, if it is worse then 
adaptation was not adequate enough.  

4. Adaptation conditions: Under what conditions does Controller A perform better in 
trial 2 than in trial 1? 

 
The sections below provide an overview of results from test cases with different 
perturbations. A more detailed analysis is available in Appendix C. 

Input noise of O-neurons 
The amount of sensory noise in real world can change, for example with visibility conditions. 
The behaviour of O-neurons was tested with input noise of 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7. The 
increased noise values impacted Controller A in trial 1, meaning that the controller was not 
robust enough. Noise values higher than 0.6 prevented stabilisation of the behaviour due to 
activation and irritation outbursts that caused spontaneous connection changes.  
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With noise of 0.3 and 0.5, the obstacle avoidance of Controller A in trials 2 was usually better 
than in trials 1. The average performance of Controller A in trial 2 was better than of 
Controller B. This means that the adaptation was effective and adequate. 
 
The performance in trials 2 was generally better if more obstacles were encountered during 
trial 1, i.e. when the controller was tested and reconfigured under more diverse conditions. 
This made diagonal maze a better environment for adaptation. Reconfiguration of connections 
was happening throughout the trials after the perturbation occurred, suggesting that the 
controller was adapting to fluctuations of inputs almost every time when obstacles were 
encountered. The noise (especially with value of 0.5) kept disrupting found configurations 
and obstacles were being hit throughout the trials, although adaptation minimised the amount 
of hits. 

Sensors malfunction: 
Conditions where diagonal (neurons with odd numbers, Figure 2-1) and non-diagonal (even 
numbers) sensory neurons malfunctioned, i.e. had activation and output of 0, were tested.  
 
Throughout the experiments, the behaviour was significantly impaired after the sensors broke 
down.  It was possible to recover the behaviour more easily when the non-diagonal neurons 
were missing, indicating that the obstacle avoidance behaviour relied more on diagonal 
neurons. The average obstacle avoidance performance of Controller A in trial 2 was about 4 
times worse than of Controller C, although better than of Controller B. This could mean that 
while the impaired neurons might not be used during configured obstacle avoidance, their 
impact on other neurons during initial establishing of connections was still important to some 
degree. The adaptation was considered adequate given the sensory constraints. 
 
Similarly than during the noise perturbation tests, low amount of obstacle hits during trials 0 
and 1 usually resulted in worse performance during trials 2. 

Motors malfunction 
Adaptation to motors malfunction was tested under the following conditions: the left motor’s 
force was halved, motor activation values were swapped (so that the right motor received 
input of the left motor and vice versa) and the direction of motors was swapped (each motor 
had a negative value of its input).  
Controller A was robust to 50% malfunction of the left motor. Swapping of motors activation 
values and directions impacted the behaviour in trial 1, especially in the former case when the 
average time of hitting of obstacles was very similar to trial 0. The controller increased its 
performance after trial 1 in both cases, with better results achieved after the swap of motor 
directions.  
 
Performance of Controller A in trial 2 was similar than of Controller B, meaning that the 
occurred adaptation was adequate. As in the previous cases, improvement of Controller A 
was mostly related to amount of previous encounters with obstacles, although in some cases 
the controller failed to adapt regardless of it. 

5. Discussion and future work 

Assumptions and realism 
A number of assumptions were made prior to developing the simulation: 

1. The arena size remained constant. It is possible that different sizes would produce 
different results 
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2. Connections from neurons to both motors were pre-established. A more 
developmental model would implement neurons able to seek additional motors and 
establish connections with them during the robot’s lifetime. 

3. The average values used during analysis were taken from 10 trials in each test case 
due to time constraints, which undoubtedly affected the precision of presented 
comparisons. Since average values from trials 0 that were repeated during all tests 
were different by up to 0.05 (5%), other average values that had this or smaller 
differences were considered similar. 

4. Object bodies were simplified as circles for easier collision calculations. The shape of 
the robot was octagonal and fitted a circle considerably well. The obstacles were 
squares, although only 15x15 pixels big (all larger obstacles consisted of a number of 
15x15 squares) so the change of shape for collision detection did not have a 
significant impact on the simulation. A collision occurred when a body crossed 
circular boundaries of another. 

5. The robot’s physical reaction to hitting obstacles was simulated by returning the robot 
back to its previous position after a collision. Although not precise, this 
implementation was satisfactory given the small space units and any imprecision 
could be regarded as input noise.  

 
Realism was assured by simulated continuous time and space, where minimum units of both 
were very small (approx. 1/50 second and 2px). The simulated obstacle and flow sensors 
could be implemented in real world as infrared depth sensors and RGB camera respectively. 
The effect of motors on the robot speed and rotation has been tested prior to implementing the 
neural controller. Calculation of statistical values like average time of obstacle hits, amount of 
covered ground and robot speed, as well as visualization of connection weights and neural 
state variables were tested individually before testing and optimisation of the neural 
controller.  

Adaptivity 
The presented analysis showed the ability of the controller to adapt or stay robust under 
various perturbations. The adaptation was mostly effective when obstacles were encountered 
often. Also, it was more beneficial when the robot got trapped in a corner and a number of 
neurons reconfigured their connections at the same time, resulting in a configuration 
beneficial for all involved neurons. Hence adaptation in diagonal maze was usually more 
effective than in maze. It is important to add that the adaptive controller would need to be 
tested in a real robot. 

Performance 
The presented controller has the following advantages: 

1. Robustness and adaptivity are both part of the behaviour, unlike in Di Paolo  (2002) 
where evolution was used to develop robust controllers. Similarly to Di Paolo’s 
controller, the configuration of connections is stable during minor perturbations due 
to irritation being delayed from activation and connection age effect on the 
probability of reconfiguration. The adaptation mechanism allows for good 
performance under more varied conditions than robustness would on its own. 

2. In comparison with foraging behaviour of the food-seeking robot developed by 
French and Cañamero (2005), the presented simulated robot moves all the time 
because its motivation is optic flow, meaning that it is able to cover more ground. 
Moving towards a food source could be a motivation related to hunger built on top of 
the random walk behaviour. 

 
The following issues could be improved: 

1. There is no fault detection when the obstacle avoidance fails, as well as no error 
vector that is useful in supervised neural network training. Occasionally, a well-
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configured neuron increases its irritation value and reconfigures when another neuron 
works against its effect on motors. While it would be impossible to calculate the error 
vector because there is no ‘target’ configuration, direct exchange of information 
between neurons through inhibitory or excitatory connections could help them 
negotiate which neuron needs to reconfigure.  

2. The adaptation mechanism is unable to deal with quick hits of obstacles that are 
occasionally caused by insufficient activation of neurons during approaching of an 
obstacle. When the connection weights are configured to cause moving away from an 
object after a swift hit, the irritation level is never high enough for reconfiguration to 
occur and minor hitting is repeated until a more severe encounter with an obstacle.  

3. The activation level is directly calculated from closeness of obstacles. This results in 
increase of activation and irritation and unnecessary reconfiguration in narrow 
corridors. A better approach would be to measure the change in object distance, in 
which case moving along a wall would produce an activation of 0.  

4. Measurement of optic flow provides constant movement, although the robot is 
unlikely to cover the whole available area. The model could be altered by measuring 
the amount of information gathered during a period of time, which would be an input 
more related to exploration. Some attempts of such implementation were made during 
the random walk optimisation phase, although no behaviour better than when 
measuring optic flow was found so far. 

5. The flow neuron has an attractor state in which the activation never causes irritation 
to grow but the connectivity to motors results in circling around a point. In this case, 
the behaviour of the F-neuron is very similar to the behaviour of optimal walk 
discussed in Appendix B, although the fluctuations of activation are less significant. 
The only cases when the controller can escape from this behaviour are when an 
obstacle is encountered or when noise causes activation high enough to increase the 
irritation level. This attractor state was only achieved in Easy world, 1/10 times when 
the input and output noise was 0.1 and 3/10 times with zero noise. More flow neurons 
could be added, which would decrease the probability of this state. 
 

Apart from the issues found during experimentation, the model needs to be tested in an 
environment with moving obstacles, where the controller parameters would probably have to 
be slightly different. Artificial evolution could perhaps guide optimisation of these 
parameters. Furthermore, the controller could be extended by a motivational network that 
could operate next to the random walk neuron, using the same subsumption and homeostasis 
principles. Motivational neurons could calculate their activations for example based closeness 
of a desired object, energy level or even social interaction and could drive the movement 
under specific conditions.  

6. Conclusion 
A robot neural controller where individual neurons observe level of a homeostatic variable 
and randomly reconfigure their connections to motors when this variable reaches a specified 
threshold has been presented. Obstacle avoidance neurons with inputs from proximity sensors 
and a random walk neuron that measured optic flow were combined using the subsumption 
architecture. Although the only exchange of information between the neurons was through the 
environment, the controller not only produced sufficiently effective random walk and obstacle 
avoidance behaviours but also was able to adapt or stay robust during perturbations of input 
noise and functioning of sensors and motors.  
 
Although the simulated robot did not have any goal in its movement apart from maximising 
its speed, the proposed controller could provide a solid starting point for a more complicated 
neural network where homeostatic variables related to robot’s task would be measured by 
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other specialised neurons. Such ‘motivational network’ could drive the behaviour during 
action selection and execution tasks. 

Implementation code 
Selected adaptation-related Java code can be found in Appendix D. A running version of the 
program is available as an Applet on http://lenkaspace.net/previews/adaptiveNavigation/. 
The full project is open-source and downloadable from 
http://lenkaspace.net/downloads/adaptiveNavigation.zip. 
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Appendix A 
Screenshots of simulation arenas with robot in its starting position 

 

 
Figure A-1: Big world 

 
Figure A-2: Easy world 

 
Figure A-3: Maze 

 
Figure A-4: Diagonal maze 
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Appendix B 
Optimal walking behaviour analysis 

 
An optimal walking behaviour characterised by relatively long periods of worm-like 
forward movement (Figure B-1) can be achieved when activation of the F-neuron 
oscillates below a critical threshold (Figure B-3). The oscillation correlates with 
average speed. In runs 9 and 7 (Table B-1), the time of hitting obstacles was very 
similar while the average speed is 37% higher and covered ground is 25% higher in 
run 9. In run 8, the time of hitting obstacles is about 100% higher than in runs 9 and 
10 but the average speed and covered ground are comparable because of the 
oscillations (Figure B-5). Similarly, while the time of hitting obstacles in significantly 
higher in run 1 than in run 2, more oscillation occurred in run 1, resulting in the 
average speed and covered ground higher than in run 2. The presented results were 
recorded during single 160-time-units long runs in easy world. 
 

 

Figure B-1: Robot’s path in run 9 

 

Figure B-2: Robot’s path in run 7 

 

 
Figure B-3: Activation (small-dotted line) and irritation (large-dotted line) of neurons during run 9. The O-

neurons are numbered as 0-7 and the F-neuron is labelled as 8. 
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Figure B-4: Activation and irritation of neurons during run 7. 

 

Figure B-5: Activation and irritation of neurons during run 8. 

 

Run no. 
Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1655 0.6508 0.2571  
2 0.0174 0.5197 0.2038  
3 0.0622 0.6400 0.2640  
4 0.2099 0.5143 0.3527  
5 0.2087 0.7156 0.3625  
6 0.1217 0.4880 0.1716  
7 0.0340 0.6274 0.3079  
8 0.0736 0.7654 0.3728  
9 0.0301 0.8595 0.3963  

10 0.0351 0.7387 0.3008  

Table B-1: 10 runs in easy world. The values of obstacle hitting time and covered ground  
represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  
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Appendix C 
Detailed analysis of adaptation 

 

Input noise of O-neurons 
Input noise = 0.3 
The average obstacles hitting time of Controller A in trial 1 was about 2 times higher than of 
Controller C in both mazes (Controller A, trial 1: 4.951% time hitting obstacles in maze and 
6.924% in diagonal maze, Controller C, trial 2: 2.747% and 3.131%), meaning that the 
controller was not fully robust in respect to the noise change, although the performance of 
Controller A in trial 1 was much better in comparison with trial 0.  
 
The obstacle avoidance performance of Controller A in trial 2 (2.007% hitting time in maze, 
3.245% in diagonal maze) was statistically similar to Controller C. Performance of Controller 
B during trial 2 in maze (8.988% hitting time) was on average 3 times worse than of 
Controller C, even though the maximum amount of obstacle hits was very similar, suggesting 
that the robot performed better when it adapted to change rather than when noise was present 
from the beginning. There was no significant difference in performance of Controllers A and 
B in diagonal maze. 
 
Comparison of connections change records of controllers A and C from runs when the 
amount of obstacle hits was similar revealed that the good performance of Controller A was a 
result of little continuous adaptation that was more common than in controller C (compare 
Figures C-1, C-2 and C-3, C-4). 
 
Controller A’s obstacle avoidance in trial 2 improved in 8/10 when compared to runs in trial 
1. The non-improvements were related to insufficient reconfiguration in trial 0 or 1. (Table C-
3, runs 1 and 8 in maze, 1 and 4 in diagonal maze). 
 

 

Figure C-1: Graph of connection weights from neurons to left (small-dotted lines) and right (large-dotted lines) 
motors taken from Controller A in trial 2 in maze when total time of obstacle hits was 0.0234. The O-neurons are 

labelled from 0-7, the F-neuron is labelled as 8. 
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Figure C-2: Graph of connection weights from neurons to motors taken from Controller C in trial 2 in maze when 

total time of obstacle hits was 0.0218. [0] 

Figure C-3: Graph of connection weights from neurons to motors taken from Controller A in trial 2 in maze when 
total time of obstacle hits was 0.0024  

Figure C-4: Graph of connection weights from neurons to motors taken from Controller C in trial in maze when 
total time of obstacle hits was 0.0023. 

 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 Controller A Controller B Controller C  
min 0.001 0.0016 0 
avr 0.02007 0.08988 0.02747 
max 0.0746 0.0819 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.5054 0.558 0.5087 
avr 0.64903 0.58851 0.59696 
max 0.7893 0.6898 0.7004 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.089 0.152 0.0931 
avr 0.15922 0.19063 0.14086 

Covered 
ground 
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max 0.272 0.3285 0.2101  

Table C-1: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 

Overall data from diagonal maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0.0015 0.0016 0.0063 
avr 0.03245 0.0223 0.03131 
max 0.2409 0.0819 0.1315 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.2483 0.279 0.2393 
avr 0.324255 0.315905 0.304865 
max 0.38005 0.3449 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1177 0.152 0.1443 
avr 0.18556 0.22661 0.17336 
max 0.2586 0.3285 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-2: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-5: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 
(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-6: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0487 0.5116 0.1283  
2 0.2305 0.4088 0.1602  
3 0.0305 0.657 0.1245  
4 0.2085 0.4999 0.1669  
5 0.1145 0.5006 0.206  
6 0.2148 0.3991 0.1438  
7 0.0213 0.6846 0.157  
8 0.2464 0.3636 0.1067  
9 0.0075 0.6128 0.2014  
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10 0.2658 0.3691 0.1614  
 0.13885 0.50071 0.15562  
     

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0151 0.6054 0.1606  
2 0.0074 0.5401 0.1121  
3 0.0061 0.6519 0.1827  
4 0.0063 0.6644 0.2249  
5 0.0271 0.6065 0.1152  
6 0.0688 0.502 0.0993  
7 0.3091 0.4667 0.2565  
8 0.0068 0.6003 0.1984  
9 0.012 0.7184 0.1589  

10 0.0364 0.515 0.1616  
 0.04951 0.58707 0.16702  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0234 0.6145 0.1288 N 
2 0.0034 0.6296 0.1388 Y 
3 0.0024 0.6773 0.148 Y 
4 0.0024 0.6845 0.2435 Y 
5 0.0725 0.5054 0.089 Y 
6 0.0016 0.7437 0.1251 Y 
7 0.0746 0.5113 0.1764 Y 
8 0.015 0.7077 0.272 N 
9 0.001 0.7893 0.1292 Y 

10 0.0044 0.627 0.1414 Y 
 0.02007 0.64903 0.15922  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.203 0.492 0.1212  
2 0.1739 0.4771 0.1777  
3 0.0064 0.7426 0.2755  
4 0.0078 0.7155 0.2073  
5 0.0138 0.7253 0.2376  
6 0.1852 0.4094 0.1715  
7 0.009 0.5833 0.1845  
8 0.0775 0.621 0.1973  
9 0.0107 0.688 0.1763  

10 0.0051 0.5727 0.2721  
 0.06924 0.60269 0.2021  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 
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1 0.2409 0.5601 0.2328 N 
2 0.0249 0.7601 0.2586 Y 
3 0.0061 0.7012 0.213 Y 
4 0.0081 0.6788 0.2516 N 
5 0.0064 0.6891 0.1495 Y 
6 0.0243 0.4966 0.1424 Y 
7 0.0058 0.6601 0.1451 Y 
8 0.002 0.6953 0.2014 Y 
9 0.0015 0.5866 0.1435 Y 

10 0.0045 0.6572 0.1177 Y 
 0.03245 0.64851 0.18556  

Table C-3: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1879 0.5151 0.1663  
2 0.0414 0.6056 0.1673  
3 0.1283 0.5162 0.1203  
4 0.0816 0.6679 0.222  
5 0.1855 0.4961 0.1526  
6 0.2016 0.4873 0.196  
7 0.11 0.5367 0.1617  
8 0.0756 0.6097 0.161  
9 0.0757 0.5687 0.1398  

10 0.0884 0.7338 0.2762  
 0.1176 0.57371 0.17632  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0205 0.606 0.1206  
2 0.0688 0.7172 0.4572  
3 0.0315 0.5371 0.1428  
4 0.0003 0.5846 0.2022  
5 0.0768 0.5875 0.1522  
6 0.1863 0.5454 0.1227  
7 0.1557 0.536 0.1406  
8 0.0453 0.6385 0.1607  
9 0 0.7116 0.1603  

10 0.3136 0.4212 0.247  
 0.08988 0.58851 0.19063  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0533 0.6197 0.2423  
2 0.0024 0.6764 0.2057  
3 0.006 0.5892 0.1532  
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4 0.0016 0.6891 0.152  
5 0.0065 0.6139 0.3285  
6 0.0265 0.558 0.1843  
7 0.0387 0.6518 0.3133  
8 0.0819 0.6014 0.2062  
9 0.0026 0.6288 0.1579  

10 0.0035 0.6898 0.3227  
 0.0223 0.63181 0.22661  

Table C-4: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  

Input noise = 0.5 
Similarly to the previous test case, the performance of Controller A was about 2 times worse 
in trial 1 than of Controller C in trial 2 in both testing arenas (Controller A, trial 1: 4.168% 
time hitting obstacles in maze and 5.512% in diagonal maze, Controller C, trial 2: 2.747% 
and 3.131%), suggesting that the controller was not robust enough to the noise perturbation.  
 
Some adaptation occurred, although the performance was worse than with noise of 0.3. In 
maze, the average time of hitting obstacles of Controller A in trial 2 (5.209%) was about 2 
times higher than of Controller C in trial 2 (2.747%), although 50% lower than of Controller 
B (10.122%). The average speed and covered ground were fairly similar in all conditions. It is 
notable that the high obstacle hitting time of Controller B was partially influenced by a 
maximum value that was about 2 times higher than of controllers A and C. In diagonal maze, 
a better performance of controller A and B in trial 2 were achieved, where the hitting time 
was similar to Controller C. 
 
In maze, the performance during trial 2 improved only 4/10 times. This was due to low 
reconfiguration in trial 1. In diagonal maze, the performance improved 5/10 times and the 
same value of 0 hits was detected once. 2 non-improvement cases (Table C-7, runs 5 and 8) 
were due to unstable reconfiguration of connections, one case due to the robot being in a 
narrow corridor that it did not previously learn to cope with (run 9) and 1 due to insufficient 
reconfiguration during trial 1 (run 10). 
 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0.0013 0 0 
avr 0.05209 0.10122 0.02747 
max 0.123 0.2479 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.2166 0.15465 0.25435 
avr 0.288525 0.27653 0.29848 
max 0.329 0.3475 0.3502 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1023 0.1069 0.0931 
avr 0.15719 0.16367 0.14086 
max 0.3002 0.3112 0.2101 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-5: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 

 
Overall data from diagonal maze: 
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Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0 0.0003 0.0063 
avr 0.03026 0.04811 0.03131 
max 0.0875 0.2724 0.1315 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.4636 0.3738 0.2393 
avr 0.5824 0.59023 0.304865 
max 0.6542 0.6841 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1097 0.1581 0.1443 
avr 0.18976 0.19657 0.17336 
max 0.2831 0.2195 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-6: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

 
Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-7: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 
(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-8: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.2452 0.4438 0.2711  
2 0.0083 0.6175 0.1087  
3 0.1314 0.4408 0.1362  
4 0.0338 0.6051 0.2547  
5 0.0365 0.5976 0.148  
6 0.1131 0.4822 0.1387  
7 0.1596 0.4924 0.1836  
8 0.2215 0.3785 0.171  
9 0.0046 0.7365 0.1631  

10 0.203 0.4881 0.1733  
 0.1157 0.52825 0.17484  
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Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground  

1 0.0499 0.5705 0.1293  
2 0.0366 0.6264 0.1187  
3 0.031 0.5582 0.2218  
4 0 0.6343 0.1199  
5 0.055 0.5195 0.1668  
6 0.001 0.7238 0.1309  
7 0.0934 0.6154 0.1768  
8 0.1424 0.5307 0.2376  
9 0 0.6152 0.1444  

10 0.0075 0.7437 0.1371  
 0.04168 0.61377 0.15833  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0641 0.607 0.1488 N 
2 0.0063 0.658 0.1023 Y 
3 0.123 0.4332 0.1619 N 
4 0.1214 0.4736 0.1233 N 
5 0.0258 0.5218 0.1362 Y 
6 0.0261 0.6165 0.1418 N 
7 0.0312 0.625 0.1881 Y 
8 0.113 0.562 0.3002 Y 
9 0.0013 0.6543 0.1351 N 

10 0.0087 0.6191 0.1342 N 
 0.05209 0.57705 0.15719  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0703 0.4853 0.1901  
2 0.0219 0.6474 0.165  
3 0.1962 0.3884 0.2515  
4 0 0.6429 0.1277  
5 0.083 0.5526 0.2742  
6 0.0625 0.5331 0.2402  
7 0.0052 0.5072 0.1966  
8 0.0566 0.4788 0.2501  
9 0.0545 0.6637 0.1927  

10 0.001 0.6611 0.2467  
 0.05512 0.55605 0.21348  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0177 0.6531 0.1994 Y 
2 0.009 0.5927 0.2047 Y 
3 0.0069 0.5448 0.1659 Y 
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4 0 0.6216 0.1516 same 
5 0.0875 0.5382 0.1618 N 
6 0.0407 0.4636 0.1097 Y 
7 0.0004 0.6154 0.2047 Y 
8 0.0584 0.6039 0.2397 N 
9 0.0615 0.5365 0.2831 N 

10 0.0205 0.6542 0.177 N 
 0.03026 0.5824 0.18976  

Table C-7: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

 
Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0656 0.5266 0.153  
2 0.1589 0.5428 0.1982  
3 0.1628 0.4593 0.1614  
4 0.2293 0.4492 0.2566  
5 0.1794 0.4729 0.121  
6 0.1971 0.474 0.1456  
7 0.0473 0.556 0.1208  
8 0 0.6654 0.1567  
9 0.1529 0.5179 0.2018  

10 0.0078 0.5657 0.2083  
 0.12011 0.52298 0.17234  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground  

1 0.0188 0.695 0.1335  
2 0.0004 0.6515 0.1069  
3 0.2123 0.5227 0.3112  
4 0.0078 0.6131 0.1744  
5 0.215 0.6452 0.2214  
6 0.043 0.6107 0.138  
7 0.2479 0.3954 0.1292  
8 0.0829 0.5766 0.1663  
9 0.1841 0.3093 0.1217  

10 0 0.5111 0.1341  
 0.10122 0.55306 0.16367  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0051 0.6841 0.2195  
2 0.0003 0.6373 0.188  
3 0.0009 0.6258 0.2142  
4 0.0169 0.6517 0.2145  
5 0.2724 0.3738 0.1581  
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6 0.0208 0.6368 0.1714  
7 0.0516 0.6289 0.1977  
8 0.086 0.5285 0.1977  
9 0.0256 0.5972 0.1883  

10 0.0015 0.5382 0.2163  
 0.04811 0.59023 0.19657  

Table C-8: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  

 
Input noise = 0.6 and 0.7 
Noise levels above 0.6 caused activation high enough for irritation to increase without 
presence of obstacles, which resulted in spontaneous change of connections. It was not 
possible to achieve a stable obstacle-avoidance behaviour. 

Sensors malfunction 
The following test cases analyse performance of the controller during sensors malfunction. 
Neurons 1,3,5 and 7 (Figure 2-1) are referred to as ‘diagonal’, neurons 0,2,4 and 6 as ‘non-
diagonal’. 
  
Malfunction of diagonal O-neurons 
Obstacle avoidance in the trial immediately after the change was about 2 times worse than in 
trial 0 in both mazes. Loosing half of the sensors seriously disrupted the behaviour.  
 
In maze, the performance of both controller A and B in trial 2 was about 3 times worse than 
of controller C (Controller A: 10.685% time hitting obstacles, Controller B: 8.949%, 
Controller C: 2.747%), while the covered ground was very similar. In diagonal maze, the 
obstacle avoidance performance of both controller A and B was about 5 times worse 
(Controller A: 15.489% time hitting obstacles, Controller B: 14.176%, Controller C: 3.131%), 
with similar ground covered. A performance worse than in maze was expected since the 
controller needed neurons placed diagonally to avoid diagonal walls. 
 
It is however notable that the performance of Controller B was better in trial 2 than in trial 1 
and that the performance of Controller A in trial 2 (10.685% time hitting obstacles in maze, 
15.489% in diagonal maze) was comparable to that of Controller B (8.949% in maze, 
14.176% in diagonal maze). This means that adaptation that occurred in Controller A was 
adequate given the constraints. 
 
In maze, the obstacle avoidance improved in 6/10 cases in trial 2 compared to trial 1. The 
non-improvements were mostly related to small amount of prior encounters with obstacles. In 
diagonal maze, the improvement was registered only 3/10 times, although the average 
performance was very similar (14.259% hitting time in trial 1, 15.489% in trial 2). 
 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0.0043 0.0234 0 
avr 0.10685 0.08949 0.02747 
max 0.3485 0.156 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.11095 0.2261 0.25435 
avr 0.27606 0.297155 0.29848 
max 0.33665 0.46965 0.3502 

Average 
speed (%) 
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min 0.0893 0.0834 0.0931 
avr 0.15723 0.14749 0.14086 
max 0.2086 0.2011 0.2101 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-9: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 

 
Overall data from diagonal maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0.0514 0.021 0.0063 
avr 0.15489 0.14176 0.03131 
max 0.2711 0.2789 0.1315 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.17945 0.17985 0.2393 
avr 0.25891 0.238905 0.304865 
max 0.3115 0.2931 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1325 0.152 0.1443 
avr 0.18691 0.19559 0.17336 
max 0.2213 0.2303 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-10: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

 
Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-9: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 
(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-10: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0941 0.6425 0.2007  
2 0.0078 0.7225 0.1914  
3 0.1569 0.5879 0.1844  
4 0.1608 0.5347 0.1482  
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5 0.0034 0.5166 0.1496  
6 0.0926 0.6411 0.2561  
7 0.0285 0.6012 0.2792  
8 0.1077 0.6017 0.19  
9 0.1146 0.4818 0.1557  

10 0.0204 0.693 0.1213  
 0.07868 0.6023 0.18766  
     

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1768 0.4827 0.221  
2 0.043 0.6716 0.2648  
3 0.0755 0.5894 0.1307  
4 0.2556 0.4541 0.2151  
5 0.2428 0.4224 0.1347  
6 0.1199 0.5442 0.281  
7 0.145 0.5054 0.1441  
8 0.21 0.5454 0.2741  
9 0.0324 0.6455 0.1077  

10 0.0854 0.5326 0.2234  
 0.13864 0.53933 0.19966  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0043 0.6328 0.1407 Y 
2 0.0838 0.5999 0.1553 N 
3 0.0355 0.6733 0.1431 Y 
4 0.3485 0.2219 0.0893 N 
5 0.0984 0.5611 0.1514 Y 
6 0.1269 0.488 0.1655 N 
7 0.0554 0.6528 0.1493 Y 
8 0.1997 0.473 0.163 Y 
9 0.0575 0.5645 0.2086 N 

10 0.0585 0.6539 0.2061 Y 
 0.10685 0.55212 0.15723  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.2329 0.3867 0.2391  
2 0.0432 0.6089 0.244  
3 0.0927 0.695 0.2474  
4 0.1669 0.5342 0.2466  
5 0.0688 0.5507 0.2365  
6 0.1926 0.5605 0.3101  
7 0.2625 0.4224 0.2508  
8 0.1488 0.5434 0.2989  
9 0.0386 0.5665 0.2573  

10 0.1789 0.5355 0.1844  
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 0.14259 0.54038 0.25151  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.1415 0.4432 0.1712 Y 
2 0.1354 0.623 0.19 N 
3 0.1727 0.4495 0.1702 N 
4 0.104 0.5672 0.2104 Y 
5 0.111 0.5757 0.1859 N 
6 0.2643 0.4447 0.1842 N 
7 0.2711 0.3589 0.1325 N 
8 0.2447 0.4955 0.2213 N 
9 0.0514 0.6226 0.2208 N 

10 0.0528 0.5979 0.1826 Y 
 0.15489 0.51782 0.18691  

Table C-11: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

 
Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1366 0.5723 0.1357  
2 0.2421 0.4101 0.1137  
3 0.1984 0.3924 0.1677  
4 0.0491 0.516 0.1363  
5 0.2512 0.4096 0.1635  
6 0.3205 0.3145 0.0967  
7 0.1617 0.5396 0.1494  
8 0.1697 0.504 0.1762  
9 0.043 0.5584 0.1155  

10 0.238 0.4574 0.1749  
 0.18103 0.46743 0.14296  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0628 0.533 0.1375  
2 0.1323 0.6435 0.1791  
3 0.0234 0.5778 0.2011  
4 0.0899 0.4522 0.1326  
5 0.156 0.4569 0.1331  
6 0.1239 0.5149 0.1355  
7 0.1219 0.6204 0.1627  
8 0.033 0.9393 0.0834  
9 0.1027 0.5069 0.1619  

10 0.049 0.6982 0.148  
 0.08949 0.59431 0.14749  
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Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.139 0.3923 0.2118  
2 0.2166 0.3597 0.1696  
3 0.1564 0.5213 0.2303  
4 0.1271 0.4822 0.152  
5 0.2706 0.4231 0.1802  
6 0.073 0.5862 0.1851  
7 0.2789 0.469 0.2048  
8 0.021 0.5316 0.2195  
9 0.0241 0.5092 0.1814  

10 0.1109 0.5035 0.2212  
 0.14176 0.47781 0.19559  

Table C-12: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  

 
Malfunction of non-diagonal O-neurons 
The obstacle-avoidance performance was very similar in trial 1 (13.1% time hitting obstacles) 
after the malfunction than in trial 0 (11.875%) in maze and only slightly better in diagonal 
maze (9.101%), meaning that configured behaviour broke down in trial 1. 
 
Both controllers A and B were also significantly worse in obstacle avoidance than controller 
C in trials 2 in both mazes, although the performance of Controller A in diagonal maze 
improved by almost 100% compared to the previous test case, while the performance in maze 
remained similar. This suggests that loosing non-diagonal neurons was less critical than 
loosing diagonal neurons.  
 
The average time of hitting obstacles in trials 2 in maze was fairly similar with Controller A 
(11.052%) and B (12.677%), and the amount of covered ground was also similar (Controller 
A: 19.975%, Controller B: 17.904%). In diagonal maze, the hitting time of Controller A was 
better (7.696%) compared to Controller B (11.613%), while the amount of covered ground 
was fairly similar (Controller A: 21.358%, Controller B: 23.528%). 
 
The performance of Controller A in trials 2 with respect to trials 1 improved in 7/10 cases in 
maze and in 6/10 cases in diagonal maze. The non-improvement cases in maze were related to 
little reconfiguration in trial 0 (Table C-15, run 1 and 10) and trial 1 (run 4). The controller 
did not improve in diagonal maze when the time of obstacle hitting in trial 1 was lower than 
5% (runs 3-6). 
 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0.0169 0.0216 0 
avr 0.11052 0.12677 0.02747 
max 0.2004 0.3626 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.22015 0.14875 0.25435 
avr 0.284265 0.28609 0.29848 
max 0.3365 0.3772 0.3502 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1284 0.1087 0.0931 Covered 
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avr 0.19975 0.17904 0.14086 
max 0.3576 0.2563 0.2101 

ground 

Table C-13: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 

 
Overall data from diagonal maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0.034 0.0278 0.0063 
avr 0.07696 0.11613 0.03131 
max 0.2064 0.221 0.1315 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.22155 0.21795 0.2393 
avr 0.293975 0.286845 0.304865 
max 0.3429 0.3947 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1668 0.1162 0.1443 
avr 0.21358 0.23528 0.17336 
max 0.3199 0.3798 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-14: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

 
Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-11: Graphical representation of the overall 
data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 

(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-12: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.05 0.4266 0.1629  
2 0.0039 0.6137 0.1813  
3 0.1057 0.544 0.143  
4 0.2284 0.4827 0.1386  
5 0.1576 0.4937 0.29  
6 0.3435 0.235 0.1028  
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7 0.082 0.5955 0.1606  
8 0.1115 0.6627 0.2475  
9 0.0538 0.569 0.0976  

10 0.0506 0.5745 0.1114  
 0.1187 0.51974 0.16357  
     

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1459 0.7223 0.2637  
2 0.1846 0.4916 0.3155  
3 0.1579 0.6179 0.2237  
4 0.0249 0.6775 0.3351  
5 0.2018 0.5246 0.2224  
6 0.0361 0.5984 0.2153  
7 0.1904 0.5112 0.1122  
8 0.0574 0.6089 0.2209  
9 0.198 0.449 0.1654  

10 0.113 0.4252 0.1092  
 0.131 0.56266 0.21834  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.1908 0.5563 0.2065 N 
2 0.1149 0.5523 0.1465 Y 
3 0.0765 0.6486 0.1417 Y 
4 0.0619 0.673 0.2652 N 
5 0.1655 0.5503 0.2785 Y 
6 0.0169 0.5686 0.1284 Y 
7 0.1528 0.484 0.2061 Y 
8 0.0507 0.6192 0.3576 Y 
9 0.2004 0.4403 0.1347 N 

10 0.0748 0.5927 0.1323 Y 
 0.11052 0.56853 0.19975  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.205 0.5204 0.2264  
2 0.1304 0.5389 0.2899  
3 0.0525 0.6358 0.2185  
4 0.006 0.6394 0.2719  
5 0.0406 0.5039 0.193  
6 0.0124 0.6726 0.4153  
7 0.1689 0.5053 0.2189  
8 0.0679 0.5502 0.2155  
9 0.1326 0.5066 0.2127  

10 0.0938 0.6101 0.2847  
 0.09101 0.56832 0.25468  
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Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0482 0.5846 0.2058 Y 
2 0.0473 0.5368 0.1703 Y 
3 0.0629 0.6858 0.2323 N 
4 0.0664 0.6828 0.3199 N 
5 0.0661 0.4881 0.1937 N 
6 0.2064 0.4431 0.1668 N 
7 0.034 0.583 0.2274 Y 
8 0.0679 0.6665 0.1885 same 
9 0.088 0.5781 0.223 Y 

10 0.0824 0.6307 0.2081 Y 
 0.07696 0.58795 0.21358  

Table C-15: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

 
Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0585 0.5048 0.1336  
2 0.2173 0.5197 0.1921  
3 0.2505 0.5257 0.1364  
4 0.0954 0.6105 0.3054  
5 0.0514 0.6126 0.1424  
6 0.0554 0.4653 0.1501  
7 0.0878 0.5899 0.182  
8 0.0249 0.488 0.1464  
9 0.0186 0.9893 0.1427  

10 0.227 0.5531 0.1699  
 0.10868 0.58589 0.1701  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1199 0.5014 0.2563  
2 0.3626 0.2975 0.1087  
3 0.0968 0.6209 0.1454  
4 0.0686 0.6606 0.1609  
5 0.0216 0.7544 0.1541  
6 0.1197 0.4729 0.2077  
7 0.048 0.6082 0.2234  
8 0.1526 0.6181 0.1765  
9 0.0859 0.7158 0.2276  

10 0.192 0.472 0.1298  
 0.12677 0.57218 0.17904 #DIV/0! 
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Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0953 0.607 0.1511  
2 0.1262 0.5199 0.2564  
3 0.1429 0.5606 0.2721  
4 0.0278 0.6127 0.2398  
5 0.0286 0.5044 0.1162  
6 0.0829 0.5192 0.2236  
7 0.1509 0.6419 0.3798  
8 0.221 0.4359 0.1588  
9 0.1103 0.7894 0.2832  

10 0.1754 0.5459 0.2718  
 0.11613 0.57369 0.23528  

Table C-16: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  

 

Motors malfunction 
 
Partial left-motor malfunction (Left Motor Force (LMF) = 0.5 LMF) 
Controller A was robust to partial motor malfunction. Its performance in trial 1 was similar to 
performance of Controller C in trial 2 in both maze (Controller A: 2.576% time hitting 
obstacles, Controller C: 2.747%) and diagonal maze (Controller A: 1.116%, Controller C: 
3.131%). The motor malfunction caused Controller A to have lower average speed than 
Controller C in both mazes (26.336% and 29.848% in maze, 25.540% and 30.486% in 
diagonal maze), which could have contributed to the positive result. 
 
Controller B performed slightly worse in both mazes, although its average time of obstacle 
hitting in maze was affected by a high maximum value and the value in diagonal maze was 
probably influenced by more covered ground. Nevertheless, it can be argued that Controller A 
performed at least as good as Controller B.  
 
Controller A improved 6/10 times in trial 2 in maze. 2 of the non-improvements (Table C-19, 
runs 7 and 8) were due to previous insufficient hitting of obstacles, while the remaining 2 
cases (runs 5 and 10) were due to inefficient reconfiguration. In diagonal maze, Controller A 
improved only 3/10 times. In all cases, the non-improvement was related to low previous 
reconfiguration. Consistently throughout these cases, the controller reconfigured successfully 
during trial 2 and did not hit obstacles afterwards. 
 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0 0 0 
avr 0.02599 0.0721 0.02747 
max 0.0863 0.2284 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.17725 0.17675 0.25435 
avr 0.263355 0.251125 0.29848 
max 0.32945 0.292 0.3502 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.0818 0.0841 0.0931 Covered 
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avr 0.12652 0.11357 0.14086 
max 0.1694 0.1473 0.2101 

ground 

Table C-17: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 

 
Overall data from diagonal maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0 0 0.0063 
avr 0.03397 0.06828 0.03131 
max 0.2395 0.2309 0.1315 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.18835 0.191 0.2393 
avr 0.2554 0.26064 0.304865 
max 0.2999 0.29735 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.0979 0.1337 0.1443 
avr 0.13315 0.20129 0.17336 
max 0.187 0.2779 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-18: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

 
Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-13: Graphical representation of the overall 
data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 

(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-14: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0 0.5753 0.134  
2 0.0304 0.6026 0.1309  
3 0.1911 0.4181 0.1716  
4 0.1815 0.4638 0.1775  
5 0.0761 0.4417 0.1186  
6 0.148 0.5289 0.1314  
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7 0.0114 0.6183 0.1695  
8 0.043 0.6629 0.1488  
9 0.0465 0.6285 0.1442  

10 0.1229 0.5846 0.1396  
 0.08509 0.55247 0.14661  
     

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0003 0.5255 0.123  
2 0.1288 0.3923 0.0807  
3 0.0004 0.5165 0.1056  
4 0.0207 0.52 0.1434  
5 0.0215 0.4769 0.114  
6 0.0015 0.5405 0.1479  
7 0 0.5341 0.1592  
8 0.0023 0.6124 0.1003  
9 0.0224 0.5631 0.0917  

10 0.0597 0.5104 0.1251  
 0.02576 0.51917 0.11909  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0 0.5235 0.1504 Y 
2 0.0788 0.5413 0.1573 Y 
3 0 0.4839 0.1394 Y 
4 0.0089 0.5251 0.1337 Y 
5 0.0723 0.4819 0.1076 N 
6 0 0.5681 0.1052 Y 
7 0.0055 0.581 0.1694 N 
8 0.0081 0.5489 0.1046 N 
9 0 0.6589 0.1158 Y 

10 0.0863 0.3545 0.0818 N 
 0.02599 0.52671 0.12652  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0016 0.4087 0.1362  
2 0.0013 0.4728 0.1419  
3 0 0.671 0.1319  
4 0.0015 0.6191 0.2249  
5 0 0.67 0.2302  
6 0.0004 0.5996 0.1565  
7 0.0098 0.5253 0.1469  
8 0.0294 0.551 0.1374  
9 0.0676 0.5376 0.18  

10 0 0.4842 0.1289  
 0.01116 0.55393 0.16148  
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Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0001 0.5008 0.1141 Y 
2 0 0.57 0.0979 Y 
3 0 0.5126 0.1234 same 
4 0.0059 0.5998 0.1601 N 
5 0.0014 0.5793 0.1847 N 
6 0.0023 0.5406 0.1225 N 
7 0.0121 0.4547 0.1343 N 
8 0.0761 0.4171 0.1074 N 
9 0.2395 0.3767 0.1001 N 

10 0.0023 0.5564 0.187 N 
 0.03397 0.5108 0.13315  

Table C-19: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

 
Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0794 0.549 0.1422  
2 0.3576 0.3599 0.0885  
3 0.0606 0.5573 0.1667  
4 0.0419 0.493 0.0974  
5 0.0055 0.5415 0.1283  
6 0.0388 0.4807 0.1037  
7 0.0235 0.6492 0.105  
8 0.0388 0.4512 0.1313  
9 0.0807 0.4842 0.1632  

10 0.1639 0.3794 0.1183  
 0.08907 0.49454 0.12446  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.2284 0.3535 0.1024  
2 0.1451 0.4969 0.1134  
3 0.0384 0.5642 0.1473  
4 0.0786 0.5002 0.1223  
5 0.0001 0.4832 0.128  
6 0.031 0.5193 0.0991  
7 0 0.584 0.143  
8 0 0.5354 0.0915  
9 0.0269 0.569 0.1046  

10 0.1725 0.4168 0.0841  
 0.0721 0.50225 0.11357  
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Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1225 0.4186 0.2461  
2 0.1106 0.5707 0.2646  
3 0.05 0.5203 0.1814  
4 0.031 0.5578 0.1708  
5 0.0006 0.5828 0.1778  
6 0.0184 0.532 0.1554  
7 0 0.5947 0.2779  
8 0.0068 0.5251 0.1337  
9 0.112 0.5288 0.1958  

10 0.2309 0.382 0.2094  
 0.06828 0.52128 0.20129  

Table C-20: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  

 
Swap of motors (RMF = LMF, LMF = RMF)  
Obstacle avoidance of Controller A was significantly impaired in trial 1 that followed the 
swap. The average hitting time in trial 1 was higher in maze (13.21% trial 1, 7.686% in trial 
0) and similar in diagonal maze (8.302% in trial 1). 
 
The obstacle avoidance behaviour was recovered successfully in maze where Controller A 
performed comparably to Controller C in trial 2 (1.196% and 2.747%). In diagonal maze, 
Controller A performed worse than Controller C (6.697% and 3.131%), as well as Controller 
B (4.877%), although the high average hitting time of Controller A was affected by a 
maximum found value that was about 2 times higher than of Controller C. Nevertheless, the 
data suggests that the adaptation was less successful in diagonal maze.  
 
Controller A improved 8/10 times in trials 2 with respect to trials 1 in maze. The non-
improvements were related to insufficient change of connections in trials 1 (Table C-23, runs 
5 and 7). In diagonal maze, the improvement happened 5/10 times. Four of the non-
improvements were due to insufficient change of connections (runs 4,5,8 and 9), while the 
most significant decrease of performance (run 6) was due to a close encounter with a diagonal 
wall that was completely new for the robot. 
 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 Controller A Controller B Controller C  
min 0 0 0 
avr 0.01196 0.04597 0.02747 
max 0.059 0.419 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.26875 0.17095 0.25435 
avr 0.352395 0.300565 0.29848 
max 0.5806 0.3687 0.3502 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.0964 0.1087 0.0931 
avr 0.14756 0.16509 0.14086 
max 0.2618 0.2455 0.2101 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-21: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 
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Overall data from diagonal maze: 
 

 Controller A Controller B Controller C  
min 0.0026 0.0003 0.0063 
avr 0.06697 0.04877 0.03131 
max 0.2516 0.2176 0.1315 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.16555 0.18025 0.2393 
avr 0.282465 0.289655 0.304865 
max 0.34345 0.3437 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.146 0.1657 0.1443 
avr 0.19539 0.22057 0.17336 
max 0.2338 0.288 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-22: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

 
Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-15: Graphical representation of the overall 
data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 

(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-16: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0448 0.6314 0.1532  
2 0.0106 0.5778 0.1351  
3 0.1387 0.5592 0.1979  
4 0.084 0.5775 0.2561  
5 0.2508 0.3476 0.1553  
6 0.1047 0.5191 0.1786  
7 0.0204 0.6396 0.1867  
8 0.0505 0.5224 0.1556  
9 0.0171 0.5731 0.156  

10 0.047 0.6271 0.1165  
 0.07686 0.55748 0.1691  
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Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0315 0.7375 0.1473  
2 0.0023 0.6317 0.1363  
3 0.079 0.4126 0.1508  
4 0.017 0.6197 0.1291  
5 0 0.6357 0.1401  
6 0.2828 0.3567 0.1339  
7 0.0515 0.5926 0.2688  
8 0.0106 0.5735 0.1631  
9 0.0148 0.7213 0.1616  

10 0.1321 0.4892 0.1668  
 0.06216 0.57705 0.15978  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0063 1.1612 0.1205 Y 
2 0.0008 0.6702 0.0975 Y 
3 0.0136 0.5561 0.1053 Y 
4 0.012 0.7345 0.1501 Y 
5 0.0096 0.7156 0.2618 N 
6 0.0045 0.6687 0.1401 Y 
7 0.059 0.6903 0.2172 N 
8 0.0065 0.6296 0.1299 Y 
9 0.0073 0.6842 0.1568 Y 

10 0 0.5375 0.0964 Y 
 0.01196 0.70479 0.14756  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0495 0.7746 0.3771  
2 0.0168 0.6871 0.1619  
3 0.1095 0.611 0.2385  
4 0.022 0.7479 0.2249  
5 0.0507 0.6254 0.3045  
6 0.0189 0.6523 0.3165  
7 0.2118 0.4438 0.1627  
8 0.0109 0.596 0.1608  
9 0.0025 0.6258 0.1909  

10 0.3376 0.3694 0.195  
 0.08302 0.61333 0.23328  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0466 0.6869 0.2338 Y 
2 0.0026 0.6607 0.1955 Y 
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3 0.003 0.6073 0.1843 Y 
4 0.0068 0.6139 0.21 N 
5 0.0964 0.5066 0.1817 N 
6 0.2516 0.3311 0.2139 N 
7 0.0481 0.6415 0.2282 Y 
8 0.0238 0.5621 0.1524 N 
9 0.0159 0.5481 0.2081 N 

10 0.1749 0.4911 0.146 Y 
 0.06697 0.56493 0.19539  

Table C-23: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

 
Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.3409 0.4445 0.2342  
2 0.01 0.6704 0.2484  
3 0.1274 0.5359 0.2535  
4 0.325 0.3625 0.1286  
5 0.0729 0.538 0.2199  
6 0.0365 0.5669 0.1908  
7 0.0286 0.5745 0.1567  
8 0.1139 0.5537 0.1813  
9 0.1635 0.5574 0.1613  

10 0.0589 0.5561 0.1154  
 0.12776 0.53599 0.18901  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0109 0.601 0.2161  
2 0.0003 0.6559 0.1462  
3 0.002 0.5752 0.1487  
4 0.419 0.3419 0.1934  
5 0 0.5664 0.1202  
6 0.0035 0.6243 0.119  
7 0.0028 0.5692 0.1515  
8 0.0156 0.7374 0.2455  
9 0.001 0.6883 0.1087  

10 0.0046 0.6517 0.2016  
 0.04597 0.60113 0.16509  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0113 0.6378 0.1657  
2 0.0061 0.6874 0.2406  
3 0.0009 0.6053 0.2648  
4 0.0849 0.5132 0.288  
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5 0.2176 0.3605 0.1869  
6 0.1257 0.5408 0.2102  
7 0.0003 0.5609 0.2126  
8 0.0076 0.6087 0.1813  
9 0.0128 0.673 0.2121  

10 0.0205 0.6055 0.2435  
 0.04877 0.57931 0.22057  

Table C-24: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  

 
Swap of motors direction (RMF = -RMF, LMF = -LMF)  
The average obstacle avoidance performance of Controller A in trial 1 was about 50% better 
than in trial 0, but about 3.5 times worse than performance of Controller C in trial 2, meaning 
that the controller was not robust enough to the change.  
 
The performance of both Controller A and B in trial 2 in maze was fairly similar (6.125% and 
6.543% time hitting obstacles), although about 2.2 times worse than of Controller C, while 
the amount of covered ground differed by about 3% between controllers. In the diagonal 
maze, the hitting time of obstacles was very similar to Controller C (3.131%) for both 
controllers A and B (4.068% and 4.539%) This indicates that it was easier for Controller A to 
adapt in the diagonal maze, however adaptation that occurred in maze was at least as good as 
adaptation of Controller B. 
 
In maze, Controller A performed better in trial 2 than in trial 1 6/10 times and fairly similarly 
once. In diagonal maze, improvement was registered 8/10 times with one case when average 
hitting time equalled to 0 in both trials. The non-improvements were related to insufficient 
prior reconfiguration.  
 
Overall data from maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0 0 0 
avr 0.06125 0.06543 0.02747 
max 0.3061 0.2243 0.1155 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

     
min 0.2333 0.2067 0.25435 
avr 0.3054 0.28159 0.29848 
max 0.4813 0.3208 0.3502 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.0975 0.0968 0.0931 
avr 0.16918 0.13697 0.14086 
max 0.2515 0.1867 0.2101 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-25: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in maze.  
All values represent percentages from the range <0;1> 

 
Overall data from diagonal maze: 
 

 
Controller 
A 

Controller 
B 

Controller 
C  

min 0 0.0013 0.0063 
avr 0.04068 0.04539 0.03131 

Total time 
hitting 
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max 0.122 0.1296 0.1315 obstacles 
     
min 0.24785 0.21125 0.2393 
avr 0.29764 0.291985 0.304865 
max 0.3294 0.34455 0.38215 

Average 
speed (%) 

     
min 0.1325 0.1367 0.1443 
avr 0.20313 0.22984 0.17336 
max 0.259 0.3031 0.2158 

Covered 
ground 

Table C-26: Minimum, average and maximum data from trials 2 in diagonal maze.  

 
Overall comparison graphs: 
 

 
Figure C-17: Graphical representation of the overall 
data from maze for Controller A (blue), Controller B 

(red) and Controller C (green) 

 
Figure C-18: Graphical representation of the overall 

data from diagonal maze for Controller A (blue), 
Controller B (red) and Controller C (green 

 
Controller A data: 
 

Trial 0: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0223 0.652 0.1485  
2 0.033 0.5118 0.1486  
3 0.3895 0.2976 0.1084  
4 0.0005 0.6789 0.1396  
5 0.0979 0.5714 0.1982  
6 0.253 0.4016 0.1172  
7 0.3627 0.3366 0.2201  
8 0.2778 0.4119 0.1567  
9 0.0781 0.5238 0.0972  

10 0.1515 0.6839 0.155  
 0.16663 0.50695 0.14895  
     

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.0801 0.5669 0.2164  
2 0.0325 0.6766 0.1056  
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3 0.137 0.7002 0.1402  
4 0.0983 0.5587 0.1098  
5 0.1459 0.5805 0.1922  
6 0.1389 0.5854 0.1468  
7 0.0449 0.5783 0.1481  
8 0.0921 0.5199 0.1184  
9 0.0148 0.6887 0.3105  

10 0.0011 0.5918 0.1263  
 0.07856 0.6047 0.16143  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0 0.5867 0.1115 Y 
2 0.0334 0.6318 0.2515 same 
3 0.1119 0.6098 0.159 Y 
4 0.3061 0.4705 0.2488 N 
5 0.0466 0.4666 0.1293 Y 
6 0.048 0.6425 0.2232 Y 
7 0.0079 0.9626 0.0975 Y 
8 0.0336 0.5229 0.1193 Y 
9 0.0194 0.6434 0.2202 N 

10 0.0056 0.5712 0.1315 N 
 0.06125 0.6108 0.16918  
     

Trial 1: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.1739 0.4698 0.1959  
2 0.0404 0.6685 0.2364  
3 0.1255 0.5403 0.2893  
4 0.1869 0.4215 0.1978  
5 0.0606 0.5616 0.2426  
6 0.2188 0.4993 0.1929  
7 0.0724 0.584 0.2169  
8 0.0451 0.6532 0.2629  
9 0.2406 0.3557 0.1618  

10 0 0.6613 0.2278  
 0.11642 0.54152 0.22243  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

Improved 
from Trial 
1 

1 0.0219 0.5889 0.2051 Y 
2 0.0029 0.6501 0.1325 Y 
3 0.0016 0.6588 0.1716 Y 
4 0.0524 0.6223 0.217 Y 
5 0.122 0.4957 0.259 N 
6 0.0824 0.4989 0.2048 Y 
7 0.014 0.6104 0.2032 Y 
8 0.0076 0.6495 0.2047 Y 
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9 0.102 0.6248 0.2519 Y 
10 0 0.5534 0.1815 same 

 0.04068 0.59528 0.20313  

Table C-27: 10 runs of Controller A during trials 0-2. The values of obstacle hitting and covered  
ground represent percentages in range <0;1>, the average speed is from range <0;2>  

 
Controller B data: 
 

Trial 1: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.079 0.6511 0.1354  
2 0.1075 0.5305 0.1492  
3 0.017 0.6513 0.1413  
4 0.0516 0.5881 0.2331  
5 0.1201 0.5201 0.121  
6 0.0915 0.5601 0.1627  
7 0.0807 0.6916 0.2781  
8 0.2414 0.3847 0.2014  
9 0.0105 0.5573 0.1436  

10 0.0681 0.6596 0.1538  
 0.08674 0.57944 0.17196  
     

Trial 2: 
maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0 0.6416 0.0968  
2 0.0164 0.5752 0.1667  
3 0.0683 0.5771 0.1055  
4 0.0821 0.5993 0.1121  
5 0.0435 0.5304 0.1417  
6 0.0971 0.5435 0.1128  
7 0.2243 0.4134 0.1867  
8 0.0853 0.5658 0.1354  
9 0.0243 0.611 0.1756  

10 0.013 0.5745 0.1364  
 0.06543 0.56318 0.13697  
     

Trial 2: 
diag. maze 

Total time 
hitting 
obstacles 

Av. speed Covered 
ground 

 
1 0.002 0.6314 0.2309  
2 0.1296 0.5464 0.231  
3 0.0241 0.6891 0.2732  
4 0.0406 0.5102 0.1367  
5 0.0359 0.5836 0.1996  
6 0.0483 0.6488 0.2431  
7 0.0275 0.6623 0.2667  
8 0.0825 0.4225 0.3031  
9 0.0013 0.6109 0.1968  

10 0.0621 0.5345 0.2173  
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 0.04539 0.58397 0.22984  

Table C-28: 10 runs of Controller B during trials 1-2.  
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Appendix D 
Selected adaptation-related Java code 

 
 
Agent.java 
 
/**  
 * Agent 
 *  - corresponds to a robot, moves around using motors 
 */ 
public class Agent extends BaseSituatedModel  { 
 public static final int NUM_CELLS = 9; 
 public static final int MOTOR_LEFT = 0; 
 public static final int MOTOR_RIGHT = 1; 
 public static final int MOTOR_BOTTOM = 2; 
 public static final int MOTOR_TOP = 3; 
 public static final int MAX_MOTOR_FORCE = 1; 
 public static final int BODY_W = 62; 
 public static final int BODY_H = 62;  
 private ArrayList <Cell> cells; 
 private double[] motorForces; 
 private double foodLevel; 
 private Vector3D oldWorldPosition; 
  
 public Agent(int id_,Vector3D pos_, World world_)  { 
  super(id_, pos_, new Vector3D (Agent.BODY_W,Agent.BODY_H,0), world_); 
  motorForces = new double[4];  
  this.createCells();  
  this.reset(); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Copies attributes from another agent, used during cloning 
  * @param agent 
  */ 
 public void copyAgent(Agent agent) { 
  this.foodLevel = agent.foodLevel; 
  for (int i=0; i<NUM_CELLS; i++) { 
   Cell cell = this.cells.get(i); 
   cell.copyFromCell(agent.getCells().get(i)); 
  } 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Resets state variables and cells 
  */ 
 public void reset() { 
  this.foodLevel = Agent.MAX_FOODLEVEL; 
  this.position = new Vector3D (300,300,0); 
  this.steeringForce = new Vector3D(0,0,0); 
  for (Cell cell : this.cells) { 
   cell.reset(); 
  } 
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  motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT] = 0;//0.5; 
  motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT] = 0;//1; 
  this.oldWorldPosition = new Vector3D(this.getWorldPosition()); 
  this.initCellsPositions(); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * create and initialise cells 
  */ 
 public void createCells() { 
  //create cells 
  cells = new ArrayList <Cell> (); 
  for (int i=0; i<NUM_CELLS; i++) { 
   Cell cell = new Cell(i,new Vector3D(0,0, 0), this); 
   cells.add(cell); 
  } 
  this.initCellsPositions(); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Set cell positions and rotations based on their ids 
  */ 
 public void initCellsPositions() { 
  // adjust position & rotation of cells: 
  cells.get(0).getPosition().x = 0; cells.get(0).getPosition().y = -18;  
  cells.get(1).getSteeringForce().x = 0.25;  

cells.get(1).getPosition().x = 13; cells.get(1).getPosition().y = -13; 
cells.get(2).getSteeringForce().x = 0.5; 

  cells.get(2).getPosition().x = 18; cells.get(2).getPosition().y = 0; 
  cells.get(3).getSteeringForce().x = 0.75; 
  cells.get(3).getPosition().x = 13; cells.get(3).getPosition().y = 13; 
  cells.get(4).getSteeringForce().x = 1; 
  cells.get(4).getPosition().x = 0;  cells.get(4).getPosition().y = 18; 
  cells.get(5).getSteeringForce().x = -0.75; 
  cells.get(5).getPosition().x = -13; cells.get(5).getPosition().y = 13; 
  cells.get(6).getSteeringForce().x = -0.5; 
  cells.get(6).getPosition().x = -18; cells.get(6).getPosition().y = 0;   
  cells.get(7).getSteeringForce().x = -0.25; 
  cells.get(7).getPosition().x = -13; cells.get(7).getPosition().y = -13;  
    
  for (Cell cell: cells) { 
   cell.oldWorldPosition = new Vector3D(cell.getWorldPosition()); 
  } 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Main update function. Called each time step 
  */ 
 public void update() { 
  this.oldWorldPosition = new Vector3D (this.getWorldPosition()); 
  //reset subsumption: 
  this.cells.get(8).subsumed = false; 
  //reset motor forces: 
  for (int i=0; i<4; i++) { 
   motorForces[i] = 0; 
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  }  
  //---- let all cells update: 
  for (Cell cell: cells) { 
   cell.update(); 
  } 
   
  //---- make sure motor forces stay in bounds: 
  for (int i=0; i<4; i++) { 
   if (motorForces[i] > Agent.MAX_MOTOR_FORCE) { 
    motorForces[i] = Agent.MAX_MOTOR_FORCE; 
   } 
   if (motorForces[i] < -Agent.MAX_MOTOR_FORCE) { 
    motorForces[i] = -Agent.MAX_MOTOR_FORCE; 
   } 
  } 
   

/*==== USED IN ADAPTATION TESTING==== */ 
  /*if (this.world.getOwner().getTryNo() > 0) { 
   //-- motor malfunction: 
   //motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT] = 0.5 *motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT]; 
   //-- swap of motors: 
   //double temp = motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT]; 
   //motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT] = motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT]; 
   //motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT] = temp; 
   //-- swap of motor directions: 
   //motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT] = -motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT]; 
   //motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT] = -motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT];  
  }*/ 
  /*=======*/  
  
  ControlsPanel.getSingletonObject().showOutput(""); 
  ControlsPanel.getSingletonObject().showOutput("MOTORS ACTIVATION: L:"+ 
Maths.formatDouble(motorForces[MOTOR_LEFT])+ 
"R:"+Maths.formatDouble(motorForces[MOTOR_RIGHT])); 
  //-- save steering force: 
  Vector3D oldSteeringForce = new Vector3D(this.getSteeringForce()); 
  //-- adjust position according to the motor values: 
  this.getSteeringForce().y = 0.5*motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT] + 
0.5*motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT]; 
  this.getSteeringForce().x += 0.02*motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_LEFT] - 
0.02*motorForces[Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT]; 
  for (Cell cell: cells) { 
   cell.oldWorldPosition = new Vector3D(cell.getWorldPosition()); 
  } 
  //-- move, etc: 
  super.update(); 
   
  //-- adjust position of all cells: 
  double angleDiff = (this.getSteeringForce().x - oldSteeringForce.x); 
  this.adjustCellsPosition(angleDiff); 
     
  //register position & speed: 
  ReportController.getSingletonObject().registerAgentPosition(this); 
  double speed = (Math.hypot(this.getWorldPosition().x - this.oldWorldPosition.x, 
this.getWorldPosition().y - this.oldWorldPosition.y)); 
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  ReportController.getSingletonObject().registerAgentSpeed(speed); 
   
   
   
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Adjust local cell positions based on current angle 
  * @param angleDiff 
  */ 
 private void adjustCellsPosition(double angleDiff) { 
  for (Cell cell: cells) { 
   Point2D original = new Point2D.Double(cell.getPosition().x, cell.getPosition().y); 
   AffineTransform at = AffineTransform.getRotateInstance(Math.toRadians(angleDiff*180), 0, 0); 
   Point2D rotated = at.transform(original, null); 
    
   cell.getPosition().x = rotated.getX(); 
   cell.getPosition().y = rotated.getY();  
  } 
 } 
  
 //====================================================== ADJUSTMENTS 
 /** 
  * Handle event of hitting into an obstacle (actual change of position is done in superclass) 
  */ 
 protected void handleObjectCollisions(BaseSituatedModel collidedObject)  { 
  super.handleObjectCollisions(collidedObject) ; 
   
  //if bumped to obstacle, register bump in the report: 
  if (collidedObject != null) { 
   ReportController.getSingletonObject().registerBumpToObstacle(1, this); 
  } else { 
   ReportController.getSingletonObject().registerBumpToObstacle(0, this); 
  } 
 } 
  
 //====================================================== MOTORS 
 /** 
  * Add to a motor force value 
  */ 
 public void activateMotor(int motorId, double weight) { 
  motorForces[motorId] += Agent.MAX_MOTOR_FORCE * weight; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Adjust position if outside of visible world bounds 
  */ 
 public void adjustBorderlessWorldCoordins() { 
  if (position.x - size.x/4 > Settings.WORLD_W ) { 
   position.x = size.x / 4; 
  } else if (position.x + size.x/4 < 0 ) { 
   position.x = Settings.WORLD_W - size.x / 4; 
  } 
   
  if (position.y - size.y/4 > Settings.WORLD_H ) { 
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   position.y = size.y / 4; 
  } else if (position.y + size.y /4   < 0 ) { 
   position.y = Settings.WORLD_H  - size.y / 4; 
  } 
 } 
 
 //============================================== GETTERS / SETTERS 
 …. 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
Cell.java 
 
/**  
 * Cell 
 *  - corresponds to a neuron inside of agent 
 *  - responsible for receiving input and calculating own output to motors 
 */ 
 
public class Cell extends BaseSituatedModel { 
  
 private Agent owner; 
 private double activation; 
 private double irritation; 
 private double output; 
 public Vector3D oldWorldPosition; 
 public ArrayList<Vector3D> previousPositions; 
 private double bias; 
 public boolean subsumed; 
 public static final int BODY_W = 25; 
 public static final int BODY_H = 25; 
 /* Distance from radial border of cell to radial border of obstacle. 
  * Cell's and obstacle's diameters are added to the range in   

BaseSituatedModel::getRelativeVectorToObstacle  
  */ 
 public static final int MAX_SENSOR_DISTANCE = (int) Math.round((double)Agent.BODY_W 
*0.5);  
 public static final double MAX_SENSOR_ANGLE = 0.5;  
 public static final int INFORMATION_GAIN_TIME = 150;// 6*Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
  
 /* STIMULATION MULTIPLIER 
  * strength of current stimulation when added to activation value 
  */ 
 public static final double STIMULATION_MULTIPLIER_O = 1.8; 
 public static final double STIMULATION_MULTIPLIER_F = 0.7; 
  
 /* ACTIVATION THETA  
  *  affects how fast activation grows 
  */ 
 public static final double ACTIVATION_THETA_O = 20.0; 
 public static final double ACTIVATION_THETA_F = 20.0; 
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 /* ACTIVATION THRESHOLD 
  * how sensitive the irritation is towards activity. The greater the number the more activity is allowed 
before irritation increases 
  */ 
 public static final double ACTIVATION_THRESHOLD_O = 0.25;  
 public static final double ACTIVATION_THRESHOLD_F = 0.65; 
   
 /* IRRITATION THETA  
  *  affects how fast irritation grows 
  */ 
 public static final double IRRITATION_THETA_O = 80.0; 
 public static final double IRRITATION_THETA_F = 40.0; 
  
 /* IRRITATION THRESHOLD 
  *  level of irritation that causes reconfiguration of connections 
  */ 
 public static final double IRRITATION_THRESHOLD_O = 0.7; 
 public static final double IRRITATION_THRESHOLD_F = 0.2; //could vary adaptively with 
environment 
  
 /* CONNECTION CHANGE VARIANCE 
  *  maximal variance of Gaussian function that returns new connection value during reconfiguration 
  */ 
 public static final double CONNECTION_CHANGE_VARIANCE_O = 0.5; //  
 public static final double CONNECTION_CHANGE_VARIANCE_F = 1.5; 
  
 /* SUBSUMPTION THRESHOLD 
  * value of activation at which output of an O-neuron subsumes output of F-neuron. 
  * Necessary so that some movement is present when quite far from obstacle but still within range of 
sensors. 
  * Low values: little movement around walls, high values: restricts obstacle avoidance because of 
changing F-neuron activation 
  */ 
 public static final double SUBSUMPTION_THRESHOLD = 0.5; 
  
 private ArrayList<Connection> connectionsToMotors; //dynamic array of connections to motors 
  
 public Cell (int id_,Vector3D pos_, Agent owner_)  { 
  super(id_, pos_, new Vector3D (Cell.BODY_W,Cell.BODY_H,0), owner_.world); 
  owner = owner_; 
  this.reset(); 
  connectionsToMotors = new ArrayList<Connection>();  
  this.initConnections();  
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Resets state variables and remembered positions 
  */ 
 public void reset() { 
  activation = 0; 
  irritation = 0; 
  output = 0; 
  bias = 0; 
  subsumed = false; 
  if (this.id == 8) { 
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   previousPositions = new ArrayList<Vector3D> (); 
   Vector3D worldPosition = this.getWorldPosition(); 
   for (int i= 0; i< INFORMATION_GAIN_TIME; i++) { 
    this.previousPositions.add(new Vector3D((int)worldPosition.x, (int)worldPosition.y, 
(int)worldPosition.z)); 
   } 
  } 
   
  this.oldWorldPosition = new Vector3D(this.getWorldPosition()); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Copies attributes from another cell, used during cloning 
  * @param cell 
  */ 
 public void copyFromCell (Cell cell) { 
  bias = cell.bias; 
  for (int i=0; i<2; i++) { 
   Connection connection = this.connectionsToMotors.get(i); 
   connection.copyFromConnection (cell.getConnectionsToMotors().get(i)); 
  } 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Create connections and set their initial values 
  */ 
 public void initConnections() {  
  //--- random connections from range -1;1: 
  connectionsToMotors.add(new 
Connection(Agent.MOTOR_LEFT,Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomDouble(true)*2-1)); 
  connectionsToMotors.add(new 
Connection(Agent.MOTOR_RIGHT,Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomDouble(true)*2-1)); 
 } 
  
 public Vector3D getWorldPosition() { 
  return Vector3D.addVectors(owner.getWorldPosition(), position); 
 } 
  
 public Vector3D getWorldSteeringForce() { 
  return Vector3D.addVectors(owner.getWorldSteeringForce(), steeringForce); 
 } 
  
  
  
 //====================================== UPDATE 
  
 /** 
  * Main update function. Called each time step 
  */ 
 public void update() {  
  String outputStr = ""; 
  double noizeInput = 0.1; //possible noize from -noizeInput; noizeInput 
  double noizeOutput = 0.1; 
  boolean cellNotWorking = false; 
  /* ============== Alterations for adaptation experiments */ 
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  if (this.world.getOwner().getTryNo() > 0) { 
   if (this.id%2 == 0 && this.id != 8) { 
    // cellNotWorking = true; 
    // noizeInput = 0.5; 
   } 
    
  } 
  /*==============*/ 
  boolean showOutput = this.connectionsToMotors.size() > 0;//  
   
  if (!cellNotWorking) 
  { 
   //------- compute activation based on different kinds of input: 
   if (this.id == 8) { 
    //---------------- F-neuron:    
    //--- compute flow 
    Vector3D flowPosition = this.previousPositions.get(this.previousPositions.size()-100); 
    double hyp = Math.hypot(this.getWorldPosition().x - flowPosition.x, 
this.getWorldPosition().y - flowPosition.y); 
    double temp = 100.0*(double)owner.getSpeed()*STIMULATION_MULTIPLIER_F; 
    double temp2 = hyp / temp  ; 
    double flow = temp2; 
    //- add noise: 
    flow += (noizeInput*2*Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomDouble(true)) - noizeInput; 
    if (flow < 0) { 
     flow = 0; 
    } else if (flow > 1) { 
     flow = 1; 
    }  
     
    //- remove oldest element of memory and add a new one:   
    previousPositions.remove(0); 
    Vector3D worldPosition = this.getWorldPosition(); 
    this.previousPositions.add(new Vector3D((int)worldPosition.x, (int)worldPosition.y, 
(int)worldPosition.z));  
     
    //- activation: 
    this.activation += 1.0/ACTIVATION_THETA_F*(-this.activation + 
STIMULATION_MULTIPLIER_F*this.computeFastSigmoid(1-flow, 25) + this.bias );  
    outputStr += "C"+this.id+" F:"+Maths.formatDouble(flow); 
   } else { 
    //----------------- O-neurons: 
    //---- compute distance from nearest object in range: 
    double inputNormalised = 0; 
    Vector3D v = this.getVectorToClosesObject(); 
    if (v != null) { 
     double distance = Math.abs(v.y); 
     //compute stimulation level: 
     inputNormalised = 1-(distance/Cell.MAX_SENSOR_DISTANCE); 
    } 
    //- add noise: 
    inputNormalised += (noizeInput*2*Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomDouble(true)) - 
noizeInput; 
    if (inputNormalised < 0) { 
     inputNormalised = 0; 
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    } else if (inputNormalised > 1) { 
     inputNormalised = 1; 
    } 
    this.activation += 1.0/ACTIVATION_THETA_O*(-this.activation + 
STIMULATION_MULTIPLIER_O*(inputNormalised) + this.bias );  
    outputStr += "C"+this.id+" IN:"+Maths.formatDouble(inputNormalised); 
   } 
  
   //--- clip activation: 
   if (this.activation > 1) { 
    this.activation = 1; 
   } else if (this.activation < 0) { 
    this.activation = 0; 
   } 
    
   //-- subsumption? 
   if (this.activation > SUBSUMPTION_THRESHOLD && this.id<8 && !cellNotWorking) { 
    this.owner.getCells().get(8).subsumed = true; 
   } 
    
   //---- compute & clip irritation: 
   if (this.id == 8) { 
    this.irritation += 1.00/IRRITATION_THETA_F * 
this.computeBrokenLine(ACTIVATION_THRESHOLD_F+ this.bias, this.activation); 
   } else { 
    this.irritation += 1.00/IRRITATION_THETA_O * 
this.computeBrokenLine(ACTIVATION_THRESHOLD_O+ this.bias, this.activation); 
   } 
   if (this.irritation > 1) { 
    this.irritation = 1; 
   } else if (this.irritation < 0) { 
    this.irritation = 0; 
   } 
    
   //----- adjust connections based on irritation:      
   if (this.id==8) { 
    if (this.irritation > Cell.IRRITATION_THRESHOLD_F) { 
     this.adjustConnections(); 
    } 
   } else { 
    if (this.irritation > Cell.IRRITATION_THRESHOLD_O) { 
     this.adjustConnections(); 
    }  
   } 
    
   //--- compute output: 
   this.output = this.computeSigmoid(this.activation);   
   if (showOutput) { 
    ControlsPanel.getSingletonObject().showOutput(outputStr + " 
IR:"+Maths.formatDouble(this.irritation)+" A:"+Maths.formatDouble(this.activation)+" 
O:"+Maths.formatDouble(this.output)); 
   } 
   String motorsStr = "Connect.'s:"; 
    
   double[] connectionWeights = {0.0,0.0}; 
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   //--- cause all connected motors to fire 
   if (!this.subsumed) { 
    for (Connection connection : connectionsToMotors) { 
     double signalToMotor = this.output*connection.getWeight(); 
     //-- add noise: 
     signalToMotor += (noizeOutput*2*Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomDouble(true)) - 
noizeOutput; 
     owner.activateMotor(connection.getTargetId(), signalToMotor); 
     motorsStr += "  "+owner.getMotorName(connection.getTargetId()) + " 
Age:"+connection.getAge() +  " W:"+Maths.formatDouble(connection.getWeight()); 
     connectionWeights[connection.getTargetId()] = connection.getWeight(); 
      
     //-- add 1 to connection age: 
     connection.setAge(connection.getAge() + 1);  
    } 
   } 
   if (showOutput) { 
    ControlsPanel.getSingletonObject().showOutput("  "+ motorsStr); 
   } 
    
   //------ register reporting values 
   ReportController.getSingletonObject().registerWeights(this.id,connectionWeights); 
   ReportController.getSingletonObject().registerCellState(this.id, this.activation, this.irritation, 
this.output);  
    
  }   
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Set new connection strengths under a certain probability 
  */ 
 private void adjustConnections() { 
  for (Connection connection : this.connectionsToMotors) { 
   double probabilityOfChange  = 0.8*(1-(connection.getAge()/Connection.MAX_AGE)) + 0.2; 
//minimal prob  = 0.2 
   if ( Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomDouble(true) <= probabilityOfChange) { 
    double maxVariance = CONNECTION_CHANGE_VARIANCE_O; 
    if (this.id == 8) { 
     maxVariance = CONNECTION_CHANGE_VARIANCE_F; 
    } 
    double variance = maxVariance*this.activation; 
    //double oldWeight = connection.getWeight(); 
   
 connection.setWeight(Maths.getSingletonObject().getRandomGaussian(connection.getWeight(), 
variance)); 
   } 
   this.irritation = 0; 
  } 
 } 
  
  
  
 //============================================ MATH FUNCTIONS 
  
 /** 
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  * computeBrokenLine 
  *  - line with a break middle, x range 0;1 y range -1;1 
  */ 
 private double computeBrokenLine(double middle, double in) { 
  if (in < middle)  { 
        double temp = 1.0/middle; 
        double result = temp*in - 1; 
        return result; 
  } else { 
        double temp = 1.0/(1-middle); 
        double result = temp*in - (temp - 1); 
        return result; 
  } 
 } 
   
 /** 
  * computeSigmoid 
  *   - returns sigmoid from 0;1 value for inRange 0;1  
  */ 
 private double computeSigmoid (double in) { 
  double returnVal = (1/ (1 + Math.exp(7 - 13*in))); 
  if (in == 0) { 
   returnVal = 0; 
  } else if (in == 1) { 
   returnVal = 1; 
  } 
  return (returnVal); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * computeSigmoid 
  *   - returns sigmoid from 0;1 value for inRange 0;1  
  */ 
 private double computeFastSigmoid (double in, double slope) { 
  double returnVal = (1/ (1 + Math.exp(7 - slope*in))); 
  if (in == 0) { 
   returnVal = 0; 
  } else if (in == 1) { 
   returnVal = 1; 
  } 
  return (returnVal); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Called when getting the nearest object, make sure object is within sensor range 
  */ 
 protected boolean checkObjectInRange(Vector3D vecToObject) { 
  //test if can sense: 
  //     orientation                    &&                      distance in front 
  return(Math.abs(vecToObject.x) <= Cell.MAX_SENSOR_ANGLE && vecToObject.y > 0 && 
vecToObject.y <= Cell.MAX_SENSOR_DISTANCE); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Return true if an object is within range 
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  */ 
 public boolean getIsSensing() { 
  BaseSituatedModel object = this.getClosestObject(); 
  return object!=null; 
 } 
  
 //============================================ GETTERS / SETTERS 
  
 … 
} 
 
 
 
Connection.java 
 
/** 
 * Connecion 
 *  - object for connection between a cell and motor 
 */ 
public class Connection { 
  
 public static final int MAX_AGE = 10000; //200 time units 
 private int targetId; 
 private double weight; 
 private int age; 
  
 public Connection(int targetId_, double weight_) { 
  this.targetId = targetId_; 
  this.weight = weight_; 
  this.age = 0; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Copies attributes from another connection, used during cloning 
  * @param connection 
  */ 
 public void copyFromConnection(Connection connection) { 
  this.targetId = connection.targetId; 
  this.weight = connection.weight; 
  this.age = connection.age; 
 } 
 
 public void setAge(int age) { 
  if (age > Connection.MAX_AGE) { 
   age = Connection.MAX_AGE; 
  } else if (age < 0) { 
   age = 0; 
  } 
  this.age = age; 
 } 
 
 public int getAge() { 
  return age; 
 } 
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 public void setWeight(double weight) { 
  if (weight > 1) { 
   weight = 1; 
  } else if (weight < -1) { 
   weight = -1; 
  } 
  this.weight = weight; 
  // connection changed, reset age 
  this.age = 0; 
 } 
 
 public double getWeight() { 
  return weight; 
 } 
 
 … 
  
} 
 
 
ReportController.java 
 
/** 
 * ReportController 
 *  - registers data from models and passes it to reports for display 
 */ 
public class ReportController { 
  
 //---------------- CONSTANTS 
 public static final int GROUNDMARK_OBSTACLE = -1; 
 public static final int GROUNDMARK_FREE_SPACE = 0; 
 public static final int GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN = 1; 
 public static final int GROUNDMARK_AGENT_BODY = 2; 
 public static final int GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN_BUMP = 3; 
  
 public static final int REPORT_STATES = 0; 
 public static final int REPORT_WEIGHTS = 1; 
 public static final int REPORT_BOUNCES = 2; 
 public static final int REPORT_GROUND_COVERED = 3; 
 public static final int REPORT_TEXT = 4; 
 public static final int REPORT_SPEED = 5; 
  
 public static final int CELL_0 = 0; 
 public static final int CELL_1 = 1; 
 public static final int CELL_2 = 2; 
 public static final int CELL_3 = 3; 
 public static final int CELL_4 = 4; 
 public static final int CELL_5 = 5; 
 public static final int CELL_6 = 6; 
 public static final int CELL_7 = 7; 
 public static final int ALL = 8; 
 public static final int AVERAGE = 9; 
  
 //------------------- 
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 private BaseReport baseReport; 
 private BaseTextReport baseTextReport; 
 private static ReportController ref; 
  
 private AdaptiveNavigation controller; 
  
 private List<XYSeries> dataCellStates; 
 private List<XYSeries> dataWeights; 
 private List<XYSeries> dataBounces; 
 private List<XYSeries> dataGroundCovered; 
 private List<XYSeries> dataSpeed; 
  
 private double tempDataBounces; 
 private double tempDataGroundCovered; 
 private double tempDataSpeed; 
 private double [][] tempDataWeights; 
 private double [][] tempDataCellStates; 
  
 private int [][] groundRecord; 
  
  
 private double totalAverageBumps; 
 private int totalAverageBumpsSince; 
 private double totalAverageSpeed; 
 private int totalAverageSpeedSince; 
  
   
  
 private ReportController()  { 
  reset(); 
  baseReport = new BaseReport(new Dimension(Settings.WINDOW_W - 40,400)); 
  baseTextReport = new BaseTextReport(new Dimension(300,300));   
 } 
  
 public static ReportController getSingletonObject()   { 
   if (ref == null) 
         // it's ok, we can call this constructor 
      ref = new ReportController();   
   return ref; 
 } 
  
 public Object clone() throws CloneNotSupportedException { 
     throw new CloneNotSupportedException();  
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Reset all data 
  */ 
 public void reset() { 
  dataCellStates = new ArrayList <XYSeries>(); 
  dataWeights = new ArrayList <XYSeries>(); 
  dataBounces = new ArrayList <XYSeries>(); 
  dataGroundCovered = new ArrayList <XYSeries>(); 
  dataSpeed = new ArrayList <XYSeries>(); 
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  tempDataBounces = 0.0; 
  tempDataSpeed = 0.0; 
  tempDataWeights = new double [Agent.NUM_CELLS][2]; 
  tempDataCellStates = new double [Agent.NUM_CELLS][2]; 
  tempDataGroundCovered = 0.0; 
   
  groundRecord = new int[Settings.WORLD_W][Settings.WORLD_H]; 
   
  this.resetAverages(); 
   
 } 
  
 //=================================== showing reports: 
 /** 
  * Resolve report type requested from UI and show appropriate report 
  */ 
 public void showReport(int reportType_, int argument_) { 
  switch(reportType_) { 
   case REPORT_STATES: 
    baseReport.display("Cell state variables ", "Time units", "Value", 
this.prepareXYSeriesForDisplay(this.dataCellStates), reportType_, argument_); 
    break; 
   case REPORT_WEIGHTS: 
    baseReport.display("Connection strengths to left (L) and right (R) motors", "Time units", 
"Connection strength", this.prepareXYSeriesForDisplay(this.dataWeights), reportType_, argument_); 
    break; 
   case REPORT_BOUNCES: 
    baseReport.display("Bounces (% of time colliding out of each second)", "Time units", 
"Bounce %", this.prepareXYSeriesForDisplay(this.dataBounces), reportType_, argument_); 
    break; 
    
   case REPORT_GROUND_COVERED: 
    baseReport.display("Ground covered (% of free space)", "Time units", "Ground covered %", 
this.prepareXYSeriesForDisplay(this.dataGroundCovered), reportType_, argument_); 
    break; 
   case REPORT_SPEED: 
    baseReport.display("Speed", "Time units", "Speed", 
this.prepareXYSeriesForDisplay(this.dataSpeed), reportType_, argument_); 
    break; 
   case REPORT_TEXT: 
    baseTextReport.display("STATS", this); 
    break; 
  } 
   
   
  
 } 
  
  
 //======================================= registering data: 
  
 /** 
  * Register cell activation and irritation 
  */ 
 //------------ cell state 
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 public void registerCellState(int cellId, double activation, double irritation, double output) { 
  //-- add to temp counter: 
  tempDataCellStates[cellId][0] += activation; 
  tempDataCellStates[cellId][1] += irritation; 
   
  //create collection: 
  if (dataCellStates.size() == 0) { 
   //String[] varNames = {"activation", "irritation", "output", "[max]"}; 
   String[] varNames = {"0A", "0IR","1A", "1IR","2A", "2IR","3A", "3IR","4A", "4IR","5A", "5IR","6A", 
"6IR", "7A", "7IR", "8A", "8IR","[max]", "[min]"}; 
   for (int i=0; i<varNames.length; i++) { 
    XYSeries series = new XYSeries(varNames[i]); 
    series.setDescription(varNames[i]); 
    dataCellStates.add(series); 
   }  
  } 
   
  //add initial values: 
  if (dataCellStates.get(cellId*2).isEmpty()) { 
   //add additional values: 
   dataCellStates.get(cellId*2).add(controller.getTime(),activation); 
   dataCellStates.get(cellId*2+1).add(controller.getTime(),irritation); 
    
   if (cellId == 0) { 
    dataCellStates.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
    dataCellStates.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2 +1).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
   } 
  } 
   
  //---- 
  if (this.isWritable()) { 
    
   double averActivation = tempDataCellStates[cellId][0] / (double) 
Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
   double averIrritation = tempDataCellStates[cellId][1] / (double) 
Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
    
   dataCellStates.get(cellId*2).add(controller.getTime(),averActivation); 
   dataCellStates.get(cellId*2+1).add(controller.getTime(),averIrritation); 
   if (cellId == 0) { 
    dataCellStates.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
    dataCellStates.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2+1).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
   } 
    
   //-- reset temp counter: 
   tempDataCellStates[cellId][0] = 0.0; 
   tempDataCellStates[cellId][1] = 0.0;  
  } 
 } 
  
 //--------------- weights 
 /** 
  * Register cell connection weights 
  */ 
 public void registerWeights(int cellId, double[] weights) { 
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  //-- add to temp counter: 
  tempDataWeights[cellId][0] += weights[0]; 
  tempDataWeights[cellId][1] += weights[1]; 
   
  //create collection: 
  if (dataWeights.size() == 0) { 
   String[] weightNames = {"0L", "0R", "1L", "1R", "2L", "2R", "3L", "3R", "4L", "4R", "5L", "5R", 
"6L", "6R", "7L", "7R", "8L","8R", "[max]","[min]"}; 
   for (int i=0; i<weightNames.length; i++) { 
    XYSeries series = new XYSeries(weightNames[i]); 
    series.setDescription(weightNames[i]); 
    dataWeights.add(series); 
   }   
  } 
   
  //add initial values: 
  if (dataWeights.get(cellId*2).isEmpty()) { 
   dataWeights.get(cellId*2).add(controller.getTime(), weights[0]); 
   dataWeights.get(cellId*2+1).add(controller.getTime(), weights[1]); 
    
   if (cellId == 0) { 
    dataWeights.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
    dataWeights.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2 + 1).add(controller.getTime(),-1); 
   } 
  } 
   
  if (this.isWritable()) {  
   double averLeft = tempDataWeights[cellId][0] / (double) Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
   double averRight = tempDataWeights[cellId][1] / (double) Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
   dataWeights.get(cellId*2).add(controller.getTime(), averLeft); 
   dataWeights.get(cellId*2+1).add(controller.getTime(), averRight); 
    
   if (cellId == 0) { 
    dataWeights.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
    dataWeights.get((Agent.NUM_CELLS)*2 + 1).add(controller.getTime(),-1); 
   } 
    
   //-- reset temp counter: 
   tempDataWeights[cellId][0] = 0.0; 
   tempDataWeights[cellId][1] = 0.0; 
  }  
 } 
  
 //-------------- bump to objects 
 /** 
  * Register hitting of obstacles, where val=0 if not hitting, 1 if hitting 
  */ 
 public void registerBumpToObstacle(int val, Agent agent) { 
  //add to temporary value: 
  tempDataBounces += val; 
   
  //create collection: 
  if (dataBounces.size() == 0) { 
   XYSeries series = new XYSeries("Bounces"); 
   series.setDescription("Bounces"); 
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   dataBounces.add(series); 
    
   XYSeries series2 = new XYSeries("Max"); 
   series2.setDescription("Max"); 
   dataBounces.add(series2); 
    
   XYSeries series3 = new XYSeries("Min"); 
   series3.setDescription("Min"); 
   dataBounces.add(series3); 
  } 
   
  //add initial values: 
  if (dataBounces.get(0).isEmpty()) { 
   dataBounces.get(0).add(controller.getTime(),val); 
   dataBounces.get(1).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
   dataBounces.get(2).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
  } 
   
   
  if (this.isWritable()) { 
   //calculate average out of temporary value: 
   double averageVal =  tempDataBounces/(double)Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
   dataBounces.get(0).add(controller.getTime(),averageVal); 
   dataBounces.get(1).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
   dataBounces.get(2).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
   //reset temporary value: 
   tempDataBounces = 0.0; 
   //add to total average value 
   this.totalAverageBumps += averageVal; 
    
  } 
   
  //register position of bumping: 
  if (val == 1) { 
   groundRecord[(int) agent.getWorldPosition().x][(int) agent.getWorldPosition().y] = 
ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN_BUMP; 
  } 
 } 
  
  
 //-------- ground covered 
 /** 
  * Register amoung of covered ground 
  */ 
 public void registerGroundCovered(double val) { 
  //add to temporary value: 
  tempDataGroundCovered += val; 
   
  //create collection: 
  if (dataGroundCovered.size() == 0) { 
   String[] varNames = {"Value", "[max]", "[min]"}; 
   for (int i=0; i<varNames.length; i++) { 
    XYSeries series = new XYSeries(varNames[i]); 
    series.setDescription(varNames[i]); 
    dataGroundCovered.add(series); 
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   }  
  } 
   
  //add initial values: 
  if (dataGroundCovered.get(0).isEmpty()) { 
   dataGroundCovered.get(0).add(controller.getTime(),val); 
   dataGroundCovered.get(1).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
   dataGroundCovered.get(2).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
  } 
   
  if (this.isWritable()) { 
    
   //calculate average out of temporary value: 
   double averageVal =  tempDataGroundCovered/(double)Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
   dataGroundCovered.get(0).add(controller.getTime(),averageVal); 
   dataGroundCovered.get(1).add(controller.getTime(),1); 
   dataGroundCovered.get(2).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
   //reset temporary value: 
   tempDataGroundCovered = 0.0; 
    
  } 
 } 
  
 //-------- speed 
 /** 
  * Register agent's speed 
  */ 
 public void registerAgentSpeed(double val) { 
  //add to temporary value: 
  tempDataSpeed += val; 
   
  //create collection: 
  if (dataSpeed.size() == 0) { 
   String[] varNames = {"Value", "[max]", "[min]"}; 
   for (int i=0; i<varNames.length; i++) { 
    XYSeries series = new XYSeries(varNames[i]); 
    series.setDescription(varNames[i]); 
    dataSpeed.add(series); 
   }  
  } 
   
  //add initial values: 
  if (dataSpeed.get(0).isEmpty()) { 
   dataSpeed.get(0).add(controller.getTime(),val); 
   dataSpeed.get(1).add(controller.getTime(),2); 
   dataSpeed.get(2).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
  } 
   
  if (this.isWritable()) { 
   //calculate average out of temporary value: 
   double averageVal =  tempDataSpeed/(double)Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL; 
   dataSpeed.get(0).add(controller.getTime(),averageVal); 
   dataSpeed.get(1).add(controller.getTime(),2); 
   dataSpeed.get(2).add(controller.getTime(),0); 
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   //reset temporary value: 
   tempDataSpeed = 0.0; 
   this.totalAverageSpeed += averageVal; 
    
  } 
 } 
  
 //-------------- positions 
 /** 
  * Register pixels covered by obstacles 
  */ 
 public void registerObstaclePosition(Obstacle obstacle) { 
  //register space as occupied by obstacle: 
  int startX = (int)obstacle.getWorldPosition().x - (int)Math.floor(obstacle.getSize().x/2.0); 
  int startY = (int)obstacle.getWorldPosition().y - (int)Math.floor(obstacle.getSize().y/2.0); 
  for (int i= startX; i<startX+obstacle.getSize().x; i++) { 
   if (i>=0 && i<Settings.WORLD_W) { 
    for (int j = startY; j<startY+obstacle.getSize().y; j++) { 
     if (j>=0 && j < Settings.WORLD_H) { 
      groundRecord[i][j] = ReportController.GROUNDMARK_OBSTACLE; 
     }  
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Register pixels covered by agent's body, used when drawing path or calculating covered ground 
  */ 
 public void registerAgentPosition(Agent agent) { 
  int startX = (int)agent.getWorldPosition().x - (int)Math.floor(agent.getSize().x/2.0); 
  int startY = (int)agent.getWorldPosition().y - (int)Math.floor(agent.getSize().y/2.0); 
  for (int i= startX; i<startX+agent.getSize().x; i++) { 
   if (i>=0 && i<Settings.WORLD_W) { 
    for (int j = startY; j<startY+agent.getSize().y; j++) { 
     if (j>=0 && j < Settings.WORLD_H) { 
      if (i == (int)agent.getWorldPosition().x && j == (int)agent.getWorldPosition().y) { 
       if (groundRecord[i][j] != GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN_BUMP) { 
        groundRecord[i][j] = ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN; 
       } 
      } else { 
       if (groundRecord[i][j] != ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN && 
groundRecord[i][j] != GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN_BUMP ) { 
        groundRecord[i][j] = ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_BODY; 
       } 
      } 
       
     }  
    } 
   } 
  } 
  //register this value 
  this.registerGroundCovered(this.getGroundCovered()[1]); 
 } 
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 /** 
  * Set all registered agent position pixels as free 
  */ 
 public void clearAgentPositions() { 
  for (int i=0; i<Settings.WORLD_W; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j< Settings.WORLD_H; j++) { 
    if (groundRecord[i][j] == ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN || 
groundRecord[i][j] == ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_BODY || groundRecord[i][j] == 
GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN_BUMP) { 
     groundRecord[i][j] = ReportController.GROUNDMARK_FREE_SPACE; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
  
 
 //---------------------------------------- 
 /** 
  * Convert data for display in a line graph 
  */ 
 private XYDataset prepareXYSeriesForDisplay(List<XYSeries> rawData) { 
   
  XYSeriesCollection dataset = new XYSeriesCollection(); 
  dataset.addSeries(new XYSeries("Legend: ")); //needs a series at the beginning, otherwise won't 
display... 
   
  //go through the list of rawData (e.g. multiple variables the report should show: 
  for (int var=0; var < rawData.size(); var++) { 
   XYSeries rawSeries = rawData.get(var); 
   XYSeries displaySeries = new XYSeries(rawSeries.getDescription()); 
   int dataSize = rawSeries.getItemCount(); 
   int desiredDataSize = 100; 
    
   if (dataSize <= desiredDataSize) { 
    try { 
     displaySeries = (XYSeries) rawSeries.clone(); 
    } catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) { 
     e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
   } else { 
    for (int i = 0; i<desiredDataSize-1; i++) { 
     //make sure it marks every Nth datapoint of original data, so that total num of X-axis 
points is dataSize 
     int k = (int)Math.ceil((double)dataSize/(double)(desiredDataSize-1))*(i); 
     if (k<dataSize) { 
      displaySeries.add(k,rawSeries.getY(k)); 
     }    
    } 
    //----set last value of graph's data set to be the last value of the original data: 
    displaySeries.add(dataSize, rawSeries.getY(dataSize-1)); 
    //----- 
   }  
    
   dataset.addSeries(displaySeries);   
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  } 
            
     return dataset; 
 } 
  
 //=================================================== OTHER 
  
 public void showAllReports() { 
  this.showReport(REPORT_STATES, ALL); 
  this.showReport(REPORT_WEIGHTS, ALL); 
  this.showReport(REPORT_GROUND_COVERED, -1); 
  this.showReport(REPORT_SPEED, -1); 
  this.showReport(REPORT_BOUNCES, -1); 
  this.showReport(REPORT_TEXT, -1); 
 } 
 
 //=============================================== GETTERS / SETTERS 
 /** 
  * Calculate percentage of space not occupied by obstacles 
  */ 
 public int getFreeSpace() { 
  int freeSpaceCounter = 0; 
  for (int i=0; i<Settings.WORLD_W; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j<Settings.WORLD_H; j++) { 
    if (groundRecord[i][j] != ReportController.GROUNDMARK_OBSTACLE) { 
     freeSpaceCounter++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  return freeSpaceCounter; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * Return space covered by agent as array [coveredSpaceInPixels, 
coveredSpacePercentageOfFreeSpace] 
  */ 
 public double[] getGroundCovered() { 
  int coveredSpaceCounter = 0; 
  int freeSpaceCounter = 0; 
  for (int i=0; i<Settings.WORLD_W; i++) { 
   for (int j=0; j<Settings.WORLD_H; j++) { 
    if (groundRecord[i][j] == ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN || 
groundRecord[i][j] == ReportController.GROUNDMARK_AGENT_BODY || groundRecord[i][j] == 
GROUNDMARK_AGENT_ORIGIN_BUMP) { 
     coveredSpaceCounter++; 
    } 
    if (groundRecord[i][j] != ReportController.GROUNDMARK_OBSTACLE) { 
     freeSpaceCounter++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  double percent = (double)coveredSpaceCounter / (double) freeSpaceCounter; 
  return new double[] {coveredSpaceCounter,percent, freeSpaceCounter}; 
 } 
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 public int[][] getGroundRecord() { 
  return groundRecord; 
 } 
  
  
 public double getAverageBumps() { 
  return this.totalAverageBumps / (double)(this.controller.getTime() - 
this.totalAverageBumpsSince); 
 } 
  
 public double getAverageSpeed() { 
  return this.totalAverageSpeed / (double)(this.controller.getTime() - 
this.totalAverageSpeedSince); 
 } 
  
 public void resetAverages() { 
  this.totalAverageBumps = 0; 
  this.totalAverageSpeed = 0; 
  if (this.controller != null) { 
   this.totalAverageBumpsSince = this.controller.getTime(); 
   this.totalAverageSpeedSince = this.controller.getTime(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 public double getTotalAverageBumps() { 
  return this.totalAverageBumps; 
 } 
  
 public int getTotalAverageBumpsSince() { 
  return this.totalAverageBumpsSince; 
 } 
  
 public boolean isWritable() { 
  return(controller.getTimeCounter() == Settings.TIME_UNIT_INTERVAL); 
 } 
 … 
   
} 


